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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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The Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) console allows you to configure and manage domain
names. It  also provides resource monitoring for real-t ime data analysis. The DCDN console also displays
the billing status and allows you to change the billing method. This topic describes the DCDN console
and the domain management features.

Not e Not e To help you understand and obtain up-to-date information about DCDN, this topic
divides the features in the DCDN console into domain management and service management based
on your business requirements.

Domain management featuresDomain management features

Feature Reference Description Default

Copy configurations
Copy configurations to
domain names

Allows you to copy one
or more configurations
of an accelerated
domain to another one
or more domains.

None

Basic settings

Modify basic
information

Allows you to modify
the accelerated region.

None

Configure an origin
server

Allows you to modify
the origin information.

None

Configure an origin host
Allows you to modify
the domain name of the
origin host.

Disabled

Configure the static
origin protocol policy

Enables DCDN to
communicate with the
origin based on the
specified origin
protocol policy. If you
specify the Match Client
policy, DCDN
communicates with the
origin over HTTP or
HTTPS, depending on
the protocol of the
client request.

Disabled

Configure private
bucket origin

Grants DCDN
permissions to access
the specified private
Object Storage Service
(OSS) bucket that
serves as the origin.

Disabled

1.Feature1.Feature
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Back-to-origin settings

Configure an origin SNI

Allows you to set a
Server Name Indication
(SNI) value to specify
the requested domain
name when DCDN
communicates with the
origin over HTTPS. You
must enable this
feature if the origin IP
address is bound to
multiple domain names.

Disabled

Configure range origin
fetch

Enables DCDN to
retrieve content from
the origin based on
HTTP range requests.
This reduces the back-
to-origin data usage
and shortens the
resource response time.

Disabled

Customize an origin
HTTP header

Allows you to add or
remove HTTP headers
when DCDN
communicates with the
origin over HTTP.

Disabled

Dynamic acceleration
rules

Specify static file paths
Allows you to specify
the paths of the static
files.

Disabled

Configure static file
types

Allows you to specify
the file extensions of
the static files.

Disabled

Specify static file URIs
Specifies the Uniform
Resource Identifiers
(URIs) of the static files.

Disabled

Configure back-to-
origin requests to
retrieve dynamic
content

Enables DCDN to
communicate with the
origin based on the
specified origin
protocol policy when
DCDN requests dynamic
content from the origin.
If you specify the Match
Client policy, DCDN
communicates with
your origin over HTTP or
HTTPS, depending on
the protocol of the
client request.

Disabled

Feature Reference Description Default
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Cache settings

Add a cache rule for
resources

Allows you to
customize cache
expiration rules for
specified resources.

None

Customize an HTTP
header

Allows you to
customize HTTP
response headers. DCDN
provides 10 HTTP
response headers for
customization.

None

Customize an error
page

Allows you to
customize a full URL to
redirect to for an HTTP
or HTTPS response
code.

404

Create a URI rewrite rule

Allows you to modify a
request URI and
perform a 302 redirect
to the specified
destination URI.

None

Configure an SSL
certificate

Provides an end-to-end
HTTPS secure
acceleration solution.
You can enable the
secure acceleration
mode and upload the
certificate and the
private key for an
accelerated domain.
This feature also allows
you to view, disable,
enable, or modify the
certificate.

Disabled

Enable HTTP/2

Enables the binary
protocol HTTP/2 to
provide multiple
benefits including
extensibility, security,
multiplexing, and
header compression.

Disabled

Feature Reference Description Default
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HTTPS settings

Configure OCSP stapling

OCSP stapling is an
alternative to the Online
Certificate Status
Protocol (OCSP) that
you can use to validate
digital certificates. OCSP
stapling allows Dynamic
Route for CDN (DCDN)
servers to retrieve OCSP
details. This reduces the
latency when clients
send requests to
validate digital
certificates and
minimizes the t ime that
is consumed by clients
to receive the validation
responses.

Disabled

Configure force redirect

Redirects requests from
clients to L1 nodes as
HTTP or HTTPS requests
if HTTPS secure
acceleration is enabled.

Disabled

Configure TLS version
control

Enables a Transport
Layer Security (TLS)
protocol version for an
accelerated domain to
enable the TLS
handshake. Only TLS
1.0, TLS 1.1, TLS 1.2,
and TLS 1.3 are
supported.

Disabled

Configure HSTS

Configures HTTP Strict
Transport Security
(HSTS) to force clients
such as browsers to use
HTTPS to connect to
the server.

Disabled

Configure a referer
whitelist  or blacklist  to
enable hotlink
protection

Allows you to configure
a referer blacklist  or
whitelist  to
authenticate and
authorize visitors.

Disabled

Feature Reference Description Default
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Access control
Configure URL
authentication

Allows you to configure
URL authentication to
prevent unauthorized
downloads and access
to the resources on the
origin server.

Disabled

Configure an IP address
blacklist  or whitelist

Allows you to configure
an IP blacklist  or
whitelist  to
authenticate and
authorize visitors.

Disabled

Configure a User-Agent
blacklist  or whitelist

Allows you to configure
a User-Agent blacklist
or whitelist  to
authenticate and
authorize visitors.

Disabled

Performance
optimization

Configure HTML
optimization

Compresses and
removes HTML
redundant content,
such as blank lines and
carriage return
characters, to reduce
the file size.

Disabled

Configure intelligent
compression

Supports smart
compression for
content in multiple
formats to reduce the
size of transmitted
content.

Disabled

Configure the
parameter filtering
feature

Determines whether
DCDN ignores the
parameters following a
question mark (  ? ) in
the URL of a request
when DCDN retrieves
and caches the
requested content from
the origin.

Disabled

Configure video seeking

Allows you to seek a
specified posit ion when
you play video and
audio content without
compromising the
playback quality.

Disabled

Feature Reference Description Default
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Advanced Settings Configure IPv6

After you enable IPv6 in
the console, IPv6 clients
can send IPv6 requests
to DCDN. DCDN can
include the IPv6
information of the
clients in back-to-origin
requests.

Disabled

Websocket Configure WebSocket

Enables WebSocket to
reduce server resource
and bandwidth usage
and facilitate real-time
communication.

Disabled

Feature Reference Description Default
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Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) allows you to copy configurations from a domain name to
one or more domain names. This topic describes how to copy configurations to one or more domain
names.

ScenariosScenarios
If  you want to apply the same configurations to mult iple domain names, you can copy the
configurations from a source domain name to specified domain names. This facilitates domain name
configurations.

PrecautionsPrecautions
After you copy the configurations of one domain name to another domain name, the copy operation
cannot be undone. Make sure that the configurations that you want to copy are correct.

For domain names that have high traffic or bandwidth usage, proceed with caution to prevent
unexpected financial losses.

Special configurations that are applied through t ickets cannot be copied.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Domain NamesDomain Names.

3. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, find the domain name that you want to manage and click CopyCopy
Conf igurat ionsConf igurat ions.

4. Select  the configuration items that you want to copy and click NextNext .

Not eNot e

You cannot copy the origin information and basic information including the CNAME,
business type, and acceleration region at  the same t ime.

You cannot copy SSL cert if icates from one domain name to another domain name.

When you copy custom back-to-origin HTTP headers to another domain name, the
HTTP headers overwrite the exist ing HTTP headers of the dest ination domain name. For
example, if  you set  cache_control to private for Domain Name A and set  cache_control
to public for Domain Name B. After you copy cache_control from Domain Name B to
Domain Name A, cache_control of Domain Name A is set  to public.

When you copy configurations of feature switches, referer whitelist , referer blacklist , IP
whitelist , or IP blacklist  to another domain name, the copied configurations overwrite
the exist ing configurations.

2.Copy configurations to2.Copy configurations to
domain namesdomain names
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5. Select  the domain names to which you want to apply the copied configurations and click NextNext .

You can enter a keyword to search for domain names.

6. In the Copy Conf igurat ionsCopy Conf igurat ions dialog box, click OKOK.

Domain Management ··Copy configur
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The first  t ime a domain name is added to Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN), DCDN verifies the ownership of
the domain name. This ensures that the domain name is added by the owner. If  a domain name that
belongs to User A is added to DCDN by User B, security issues may arise. If  the domain name has passed
the verificat ion, the ownership verificat ion is not required when you add the domain name to DCDN for
a second t ime or add the subdomains of the domain name.

Verification methodsVerification methods
Log on to the DCDN console and go to the Add Domain NameAdd Domain Name page. Set  the parameters and click
NextNext . You are redirected to the verificat ion page, as shown in the following figure. You can prove the
ownership by adding a DNS record or uploading a verificat ion file. Choose one of the methods based on
your business requirements. You can add a domain name to DCDN only after the domain name passes
ownership verificat ion.

Method 1: Add a DNS record to prove the ownership (recommended)Method 1: Add a DNS record to prove the ownership (recommended)
The domain name  image.example.com  is used as example to demonstrate how to verify the
ownership of a domain name by adding a DNS record.

1. On the verificat ion page, click the Met hod 1: DNS Set t ingsMet hod 1: DNS Set t ings tab.

The system automatically recognizes the record type, host, and record value. Do not close the
verificat ion page before the verificat ion process is completed.

Not e Not e If  you want to add the domain name to DCDN by calling the AddDcdnDomain or
BatchAddDcdnDomain operation, you must first  call the DescribeDcdnVerifyContent operation
to query the record value and add a TXT record for the domain name. Then, you can call the
AddDcdnDomain or BatchAddDcdnDomain operation to add the domain name to DCDN.

2. Add a TXT record in the system of your DNS service provider.

Alibaba Cloud DNS is used in this topic to demonstrate how to add a TXT record. You can use
similar methods to add TXT records in the systems of other DNS service providers, such as Tencent
Cloud and Xinnet.

i. Log on to the Alibaba Cloud DNS console.

ii. Navigate to the Manage DNSManage DNS page, find the root domain name  example.com , and then
click Conf igureConf igure in the Act ions column.

3.Verify the ownership of a3.Verify the ownership of a
domain namedomain name
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iii. Click Add RecordAdd Record and enter the record type, host, and record value obtained in Step 1.

Parameter Description Example

T ypeT ype Select T XTT XT . TXT

HostHost Enter the prefix of the domain name. verification

ISP LineISP Line
Select the Internet service provider (ISP) of the domain
name.

We recommend
that you keep the
default setting.

ValueValue Enter the record value obtained in Step 1.
verify_293b6443326
fbbc7ff5e61d7768f
****

T T LT T L
Enter a t ime-to-live (TTL) value for the TXT  record. A
smaller value indicates a shorter period of t ime to apply
record updates. The default TTL value is 10 minutes.

We recommend
that you keep the
default setting.

iv. Click OKOK.

3. After the TXT record takes effect, log on to the DCDN console. Click Verif yVerif y to complete the
verificat ion process.

If  the system prompts that the domain name fails the verificat ion, check whether the TXT record is
correct. Wait  for the TXT record to take effect  and try again.

Method 2: Upload a verification file to prove the ownershipMethod 2: Upload a verification file to prove the ownership
The domain name  image.example.com  is used as example to demonstrate how to verify the
ownership of a domain name by adding a DNS record.

Domain Management ··Verify t he ow
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1. On the verificat ion page, click the Met hod 2: Verif icat ion FileMet hod 2: Verif icat ion File tab.

Do not close the verificat ion page before the verificat ion process is completed.

2. Click  verification.html  to download the verificat ion file of the domain name.

Not e Not e You can call the DescribeDcdnVerifyContent operation to generate strings that
must be used in the verificat ion file. If  you want to call the AddDcdnDomain or
BatchAddDcdnDomain operation to add the domain name to DCDN, you must first  call the
DescribeDcdnVerifyContent operation to generate strings. Then, create a  verification.html
  f ile that contains the strings and upload the file to the origin server.

3. Upload the verificat ion file to the root directory on the origin server of the domain name. The origin
server can be an Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instance, an Object  Storage Service (OSS) bucket, a
Cloud Virtual Machine (CVM) instance, a Container-Optimized OS (COS) instance, or an Elast ic
Compute Cloud (EC2) instance.

After you upload the verificat ion file, DCDN visits the origin server at   http://example.com/verific
ation.html  to obtain the verificat ion file. Then, DCDN determines whether you have uploaded the
verificat ion file as required. Make sure that the verificat ion file is accessible.

4. Click Verif yVerif y to complete the verificat ion.

Related API operationsRelated API operations
VerifyDcdnDomainOwner: Adds a DNS record for ownership verificat ion.

DescribeDcdnVerifyContent: Uploads a verificat ion file for ownership verificat ion.

FAQFAQ
The following issues may arise the first  t ime a domain name is added to DCDN:

Q: Why does Alibaba Cloud CDN verify the ownership of domain names?

A: Ownership verificat ion ensures that domain names are added to Alibaba Cloud CDN only by their
owners. If  a domain name that belongs to User A is added to Alibaba Cloud CDN by User B, security
issues may arise.

Q: If  I have mult iple Alibaba Cloud accounts and this is the first  t ime a domain name is added to
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Alibaba Cloud, does Alibaba Cloud CDN verify the ownership of the domain name for each account?

A: Yes. Each Alibaba Cloud account is identified as an independent user. The first  t ime a domain name
is added to Alibaba Cloud CDN, Alibaba Cloud CDN verifies the ownership of the domain name for
each account (user).

Q: If  a domain name passes ownership verificat ion after I add a DNS record or upload a verificat ion
file, can I delete the record or file?

A: Yes. The required DNS record or file is used only for ownership verificat ion. After the domain name
passes the verificat ion, you can delete the record or file.

Q: Do I need to prove the ownership of a domain name that is already added to DCDN?

A: No, you do not need to prove the ownership of exist ing accelerated domain names. For example,
you have added the domain name *.example.com to DCDN and the Canonical Name (CNAME) record
that is assigned to the domain name works in an expected manner. In this case, you are considered to
own the domain name example.com. If  you add a subdomain name of example.com, such as
**.example.com or ***.example.com, you do not need to perform the ownership verificat ion.

Q: Do I need to prove the ownership of a domain name if  I call the AddDcdnDomain operation to add
the domain name to DCDN?

A: Yes, you need to prove the ownership of the domain name in this case. You must first  add a DNS
record or upload a verificat ion file to the root directory of the origin server of the domain name that
you want to add. Then, call the AddDcdnDomain operation to add the domain name to DCDN.

Q: What can I do if  I cannot prove the ownership of my domain name by adding a DNS record or
uploading a verificat ion file to the origin server?

A: To address this issue, you can . In the t icket, state the reason why you cannot prove the ownership
through the given methods, and include the information that can be used to prove your identity as
the domain name owner. Alibaba Cloud will conduct manual verificat ion.
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This topic provides an overview of domain name tags of Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN).
Tags do not carry special definit ions. Each tag is a key-value pair that is used to mark or filter domain
names. You can use tags to mark, group, filter, and manage domain names.

LimitsLimits
Tags have the following limits:

Each tag is a  key-value  pair.

You can add up to 20 tags to each domain name.

Among the tags that are added to a domain name, the key of each tag must be unique. If  two tags
have the same key but different values, the later one overwrites the earlier one. For example, if  you
create the  Key1:Value1  tag and then the  Key1:Value2  tag for the domain name  example.ali
yundoc.com , only the  Key1:Value2  tag is added to  example.aliyundoc.com .

A key cannot start  with  aliyun  or  acs: , contain  http://  or  https:// , or be left
unspecified.

A value cannot contain  http://  or  https:// , but  can be left  unspecified.

A key must be 1 to 64 Unicode characters in length.

A value must be 0 to 128 Unicode characters in length.

Tags are case-sensit ive.

CasesCases
Company inf ormat ionCompany inf ormat ion

A company added 100 domain names to DCDN. These domain names belong to e-commerce, gaming,
and entertainment departments, and are used to provide services such as marketing, Game A, Game B,
and post-production. The company has three O&M engineers: Alice, Tom, and Sam.

Creat e t agsCreat e t ags

To facilitate the management of these domain names, the company decides to use tags to group the
domain names. The following table describes the key-value pairs that are used to create the tags.

Tag key Tag value

Department E-commerce, gaming, and entertainment

Service Marketing, Game A, Game B, and post-production

Owner Alice, Tom, and Sam

The company can add the preceding key-value pairs to the domain names. The following table
describes the key-value pairs that are added to each domain name.

Not e Not e The domain names that are used in this topic are for reference only.

4.Tag management4.Tag management
4.1. Tag overview4.1. Tag overview
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Domain name
Value (key is
Department)

Value (key is Service) Value (key is Owner)

domain1 E-commerce Marketing Sam

domain2 E-commerce Marketing Sam

domain3 Gaming Game A Alice

domain3 Gaming Game B Alice

domain4 Gaming Game B Alice

domain5 Gaming Game B Tom

domain6 Gaming Game B Tom

domain7 Gaming Game B Tom

domain8 Entertainment Post-production Sam

domain9 Entertainment Post-production Sam

domain10 Entertainment Post-production Sam

Filt er domain names by t agFilt er domain names by t ag

If you want to search for domain names that are managed by Sam, filter domain names by using the
following tag: Owner: SamOwner: Sam.

If you want to search for domain names that belong to the gaming department and are managed by
Tom, filter domain names by using the following tags: Depart ment : GamingDepart ment : Gaming and Owner: T omOwner: T om.

ReferencesReferences
You can add tags to domain names, use tags to manage or filter domain names, and remove tags from
domain names. For more information, see Tag management.

Tags are used to mark domain names. You can filter domain names by tag. If  a domain name no longer
needs a tag, you can remove the tag from the domain name.

LimitsLimits
Each tag is a key-value pair. Tags have the following limits:

You can add at  most 20 tags to each domain name.

The keys of tags that are added to the same domain name must be unique.

If  two tags added to the same domain name have the same key but different values, the tag added
later overwrites the one added earlier. For example, if  you add tags  Key1:Value1  and  Key1:Value
2  to the domain name  test.example.com , only the tag  Key1:Value2  is added to the domain
name  test.example.com .

4.2. Tag management4.2. Tag management
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Add tags to domain namesAdd tags to domain names
You can add tags to domain names to facilitate the management of domain names.

1. 

2. 

3. Add tags to domain names.

Add tags to a domain name

a. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, find the domain name to which you want to add tags and
move your pointer over the tag icon.

b. In the message that appears, click EditEdit .

c. In the Edit  T agEdit  T ag dialog box, specify the key and value and click OKOK.

You can select  a tag or click Creat e T agCreat e T ag.

Parameter Description

KeyKey
The tag key can be up to 64 Unicode characters in length, and cannot contain  
http://  or  https:// . It  cannot start with  aliyun  or  acs: , or be
an empty string.

ValueValue
The tag value can be up to 128 Unicode characters in length, and cannot contain
 http://  or  https:// . It  cannot start with  aliyun  or  acs:  but

can be an empty string.

Add tags to mult iple domain names at  a t ime

a. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, select  the domain names to which you want to add tags and
choose T agsT ags >  > Add T agAdd T ag.

b. In the Add T agsAdd T ags dialog box, set  the tag key and value, and click OKOK.

You can select  a tag or click Creat e T agCreat e T ag.

Parameter Description

KeyKey
The tag key can be up to 64 Unicode characters in length, and cannot contain  
http://  or  https:// . It  cannot start with  aliyun  or  acs: , or be
an empty string.

ValueValue
The tag value can be up to 128 Unicode characters in length, and cannot contain
 http://  or  https:// . It  cannot start with  aliyun  or  acs:  but

can be an empty string.

Use tags to manage domain namesUse tags to manage domain names
After you add tags to domain names, you can filter domain names by tag.

1. 

2. 

3. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, click the Select  T agSelect  T ag tab.

4. Select  one or more tags to filter domain names.
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Query data of domain names by tagQuery data of domain names by tag
After you add tags to domain names, you can use tags to filter domain names and query data such as
data usage of the domain names.

1. 

2. Filter domain names and query data.

i. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Monit oringMonit oring >  > Monit oringMonit oring.

ii. On the Monit oringMonit oring page, click Select  T agSelect  T ag.

Not e Not e If  you select  mult iple tags, only the domain names that contain all the
selected tags are returned by the system.

iii. Select  the tags that are used to filter domain names and click SearchSearch.

Remove tags from domain namesRemove tags from domain names
If  a domain name no longer needs a tag, you can remove the tag from the domain name.

1. 

2. 

3. Select  the domain name from which you want to remove tags and choose T agsT ags >  > Delet e T agDelet e T ag.

4. In the Delet e T agsDelet e T ags dialog box, select  the tags that you want to remove and click OKOK.

Not e Not e You can remove a maximum of 20 tags from domain names at  a t ime.

5. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, click the refresh icon to check whether the tags are removed from
the domain names.

Related API operationsRelated API operations
The following table describes the API operations that you can perform to manage tags.

Feature Description API

Add tags
Adds tags to domain names to mark or group the
domain names.

TagDcdnResources

Use tags to
manage domain
names

Filters domain names by tag. You can use tags to
group and manage domain names.

DescribeDcdnTagResourc
es

Remove tags Removes tags from one or more domain names. UntagDcdnResources
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Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) allows you to configure accelerated domain names. You
can view information about accelerated domain names and origin servers, change the accelerated
region of domain names, and modify origin server information in the Alibaba Cloud DCDN console.

The following table lists operations that you can perform in the DCDN console.

Operation Description

Modify basic
information

Changes the accelerated region.

Configure an origin
server

Modifies the type, address, priority, weight, and port of an origin server.

You can change the acceleration region of your Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) service.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, find the domain name that you want to manage, and click
Conf igureConf igure in the Act ions column.

4. On the Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings tab, f ind the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion.

5. In the Basic Inf ormat ionBasic Inf ormat ion sect ion, click Modif yModif y next  to Accelerat ion RegionAccelerat ion Region.

6. In the Accelerat ion RegionAccelerat ion Region dialog box, select  the region you want to switch to.

5.Basic Settings5.Basic Settings
5.1. Overview5.1. Overview

5.2. Modify basic information5.2. Modify basic information
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Parameter Description

Mainland ChinaMainland China
OnlyOnly

If you select Mainland China OnlyMainland China Only, you must apply for an Internet content
provider (ICP) filing with the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT)
of China. For more information, see Limits.

GlobalGlobal
If you select GlobalGlobal, you must apply for the ICP filing with the MIIT  of China. For
more information, see Limits.

GlobalGlobal
(Excluding(Excluding
Mainland China)Mainland China)

If you select Global (Excluding Mainland China)Global (Excluding Mainland China), no ICP filing is required.

7. Click OKOK.

Alibaba Cloud CDN supports the following types of origin server: Object  Storage Service (OSS)
endpoints, IP addresses of origin servers, and domain names of origin servers. You can specify one or
more origin servers of each type and specify primary and secondary origin servers to balance loads. This
topic describes how to add an origin server, modify the information about an origin server, and
configure a health check policy for origin servers.

Usage notesUsage notes
When Alibaba Cloud DCDN retrieves resources from an origin server, the origin server is billed for data
transfer. For example, if  the origin server is a data center, the data center is billed for data transfer
and bandwidth resources. If  the origin server is an Object  Storage Service (OSS) bucket, the OSS
bucket is billed for data transfer.

DCDN supports switchover between primary and secondary origin servers. If  mult iple origin servers are
configured, DCDN preferentially redirects requests to the origin server whose Priorit yPriorit y is PrimaryPrimary. If

5.3. Configure an origin server5.3. Configure an origin server
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the primary origin server fails three consecutive health checks, Alibaba Cloud CDN redirects requests
to the origin server whose Priorit yPriorit y is SecondarySecondary. If  the primary origin server passes the health check,
the system marks the origin server as available and restores the priority of the origin server to primary.
If  you set  the same priority for all origin servers, DCDN automatically redirects requests to origin
servers in turn.

Not e Not e Layer 4 health checks are performed on origin servers. Port  80, port  443, or custom
ports of origin servers are probed. Probes are sent every 2.5 seconds. If  an origin server fails three
consecutive probes, the system marks the origin server as unavailable.

Add an origin server or modify the information about an originAdd an origin server or modify the information about an origin
serverserver

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. On the Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings tab, f ind the Origin Inf ormat ionOrigin Inf ormat ion sect ion.

5. In the Origin Inf ormat ionOrigin Inf ormat ion sect ion, click Modif yModif y.

6. In the Add Origin ServerAdd Origin Server dialog box, set  the following parameters.

7. Click OKOK.
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This topic provides an overview of origin fetch and its application scenarios.

What is origin fetch?What is origin fetch?
If  a client  requests resources that are not cached on Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) nodes, the request
to retrieve the resources is redirected to the origin server. This process is called origin fetch. Stat ic
resources are cached on edge nodes, but dynamic resources are directly returned to the client. If  you
run a prefetch task on edge nodes, the edge nodes retrieve resources from the origin server and cache
the resources. You can configure origin fetch based on your business requirements.

ScenariosScenarios
Origin fetch helps you manage domain names in the following scenarios.

Feature Description Reference

Specif y a serverSpecif y a server
domain name f ordomain name f or
origin f et chorigin f et ch

If the IP address of your origin server is associated
with multiple domain names or sites, you can
modify the HOST header in HTTP requests to specify
the site to which requests are redirected. DCDN
redirects requests to the site that is specified by the
HOST header.

Configure an origin host

Set  t he originSet  t he origin
prot ocol policyprot ocol policy

If a client requests resources that are not cached on
edge nodes, DCDN redirects the request to the
origin server over the protocol that is specified by
the origin protocol policy. You can set the origin
protocol policy to Match Client, HTTP, or HTTPS.

Configure the static
origin protocol policy

Ret rieve cont entRet rieve cont ent
f rom privat e Objectf rom privat e Object
St orage ServiceSt orage Service
(OSS) bucket s(OSS) bucket s

If your origin server is a private Object Storage
Service (OSS) bucket, you must enable the private
bucket origin feature and grant DCDN permissions to
access the OSS bucket. Permission control can
prevent hotlinking.

Configure private
bucket origin

Specif y a sit e f orSpecif y a sit e f or
origin f et chorigin f et ch

If edge nodes access your origin server over HTTPS
and the IP address of the origin server is associated
with multiple domain names, you can configure
Server Name Indication (SNI) to specify the domain
name that edge nodes can access.

Configure an origin SNI

Validat e clientValidat e client
request s and rejectrequest s and reject
request s t hat  arerequest s t hat  are
not  in t he whit elistnot  in t he whit elist
t o access t he origint o access t he origin
serverserver

When DCDN nodes connect to origin servers over
HTTPS, the system compares common names in the
certificates that are returned by the origin servers
with the SNI values included in client requests. If an
SNI value that is included in the client request does
not match the common name in the certificate that
is returned by the origin server, the client request is
rejected.

Configure a common
name whitelist

6.Origin Fetch Settings6.Origin Fetch Settings
6.1. Overview6.1. Overview
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Ret urn part ialRet urn part ial
cont ent  wit hin t hecont ent  wit hin t he
specif ied range f romspecif ied range f rom
t he origin servert he origin server

You can enable Range Origin Fetch to accelerate the
delivery of large files. This reduces the usage of
back-to-origin data transfer and shortens the
resource response time.

Configure range origin
fetch

Specif y a maximumSpecif y a maximum
t imeout  period f ort imeout  period f or
back-t o-originback-t o-origin
request srequest s

You can configure the amount of t ime that an edge
node waits for a response after a request is
redirected to the origin server. The default t imeout
period is 30 seconds. If the edge node does not
receive a response within the specified timeout
period, the connection between the edge node and
origin server closes.

Configure a t imeout
period for origin fetch
requests

Add, modif y, orAdd, modif y, or
delet e an HT T Pdelet e an HT T P
header f rom back-header f rom back-
t o-origin request st o-origin request s

You can add HTTP headers to or delete HTTP
headers from back-to-origin HTTP requests.

Customize an origin
HTTP header

Feature Description Reference

If  mult iple sites are hosted on your origin server, and the site for which back-to-origin routing is enabled
is different from the one to which the accelerated domain name points, you must configure an origin
host. An origin host  specifies the site to which Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) redirects
requests.

ContextContext
Dif f erences bet ween an origin server and an origin host :Dif f erences bet ween an origin server and an origin host :

An origin server is where your workloads run. If  you set  the origin server as the dest ination for back-
to-origin requests, the requests are redirected to the IP address of the origin server.

An origin host  is the value of the HOST header in back-to-origin requests. If  you set  the origin host  as
the dest ination for back-to-origin requests, the requests are redirected to the site defined by the
origin host.

Not iceNot ice

For a specific domain name, the origin host  is the accelerated domain name by default .

For a wildcard domain name, the origin host  is the domain name that matches the wildcard
domain and is actually visited by users. For example, if  the wildcard domain name is
*.aliyundoc.com and the domain name that is visited by users is example.aliyundoc.com, the
origin host  is example.aliyundoc.com.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, find the domain name that you want to manage and click Conf igureConf igure
in the Act ions column.

6.2. Configure an origin host6.2. Configure an origin host
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4. 

5. On the Origin Fet chOrigin Fet ch tab, f ind Origin HostOrigin Host .

6. Turn on Origin HostOrigin Host  and specify Domain T ypeDomain T ype.

Parameter Description

Domain Name t oDomain Name t o
Accelerat eAccelerat e

The domain name that users visit.

Origin Domain NameOrigin Domain Name

The domain name of the origin server.

Not eNot e

If you set the type of the origin server to IP when you add
an origin server, Origin Domain NameOrigin Domain Name is dimmed.

If you set the type of the origin server to OSS Domain
when you add an origin server, Origin HostOrigin Host  is turned on
and Domain Type is set to Origin Domain NameOrigin Domain Name.

Cust om DomainCust om Domain

You can specify a domain name.

Not eNot e

Make sure that the custom domain name is associated
with the origin server. Otherwise, back-to-origin routing
fails.

If your origin server is associated with multiple domain
names, you must specify a domain name to which
requests are redirected. Otherwise, back-to-origin routing
fails.

7. Click OKOK.

Configuration examplesConfiguration examples
Example 1:Example 1: The address of the origin server is a domain name.
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Domain name Description

Accelerated domain name:

 image.example.com 

Address of the origin server:

 example.com 

If you set Domain Type to Domain Name t o Accelerat eDomain Name t o Accelerat e,
back-to-origin requests are redirected to  image.example.com
  that is hosted on the origin server  example.com .

If you set Domain Type to Origin Domain NameOrigin Domain Name, back-to-
origin requests are redirected to the origin server  example.co
m .

If you set Domain Type to Cust om DomainCust om Domain, the origin host is
the custom domain name that you specify.

Example 2:Example 2: The address of the origin server is an IP address.

Domain name Description

Accelerated domain name:

 example.com 

Address of the origin server:

 10.10.10.10 

If you set Domain Type to Domain Name t o Accelerat eDomain Name t o Accelerat e,
back-to-origin requests are redirected to  example.com  that
is hosted on the origin server  10.10.10.10 .

If you set Domain Type to Cust om DomainCust om Domain, back-to-origin
requests are redirected to the domain name that you specify.

Example 3:Example 3: The address of the origin server is an OSS domain name.

Domain name Description

Accelerated domain name:

 example.com 

Address of the origin server:

 example.oss-cn-
hangzhou.aliyuncs.com 

If you set Domain Type to Domain Name t o Accelerat eDomain Name t o Accelerat e,
back-to-origin requests are redirected to  example.com  on
the origin server  example.oss-cn-
hangzhou.aliyuncs.com .

If you set Domain Type to Origin Domain NameOrigin Domain Name, back-to-
origin requests are redirected to the origin server  example.os
s-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com .

If you set Domain Type to Cust om DomainCust om Domain, back-to-origin
requests are redirected to the domain name that you specify.

Related informationRelated information
BatchSetDcdnDomainConfigs

Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) allows you to configure the protocol that is used by DCDN
nodes to retrieve stat ic resources from origin servers. After you configure the stat ic origin protocol
policy, DCDN redirects HTTP requests to the origin server over port  80 or HTTPS requests to the origin
server over port  443 based on the protocol that you specify.

ContextContext

6.3. Configure the static origin6.3. Configure the static origin
protocol policyprotocol policy
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ContextContext
By default , the stat ic origin protocol policy is disabled. In this case, requests are redirected to the origin
server over the port  that is specified in Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Origin Inf ormat ionOrigin Inf ormat ion.

If  port  443 is used, requests are redirected to the origin server over HTTPS.

If  port  80 or a custom port  is used, requests are redirected to the origin server over HTTP.

Not e Not e The stat ic origin protocol policy supports only port  80 and port  443. After the stat ic
origin protocol policy is enabled, the port  that is specified in Origin Inf ormat ionOrigin Inf ormat ion becomes invalid.
If  you want DCDN nodes to redirect  requests to the origin server over a custom port, submit  a t icket.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Origin Fet chOrigin Fet ch tab, f ind St at ic Origin Prot ocol PolicySt at ic Origin Prot ocol Policy.

6. Turn on St at ic Origin Prot ocol PolicySt at ic Origin Prot ocol Policy.

7. In the St at ic Origin Prot ocol PolicySt at ic Origin Prot ocol Policy dialog box, set  Redirect  Type to Mat ch ClientMat ch Client , HT T PHT T P, or
HT T PSHT T PS.

Parameter Description

Mat ch ClientMat ch Client

When a client sends an HTTP or an HTTPS request, DCDN redirects the request to
the origin server over the protocol used by the client. Make sure that both port
443 and port 80 are open on the origin server. Otherwise, DCDN may fail to redirect
client requests to the origin server.

Not e Not e The static origin protocol policy protects data from tampering
and leakage during transmission. If you want to transmit sensit ive data such
as user identity data over HTTPS, and other data such as image files over
HTTP, we recommend that you set Redirect Type to FollowFollow .

HT T PHT T P DCDN redirects requests to the origin server over HTTP.
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HT T PSHT T PS

DCDN redirects requests to the origin server over HTTPS.

Not eNot e

HT T PSHT T PS encryption consumes additional computing resources on the
origin server.

If you set Redirect Type to HT T PSHT T PS, port 443 is used by default. If you
want to use a custom port, submit a t icket.

Parameter Description

8. Click OKOK.

Related informationRelated information
BatchSetDcdnDomainConfigs

If your origin server is a private Object  Storage Service (OSS) bucket, you must enable the private bucket
origin feature and grant Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) permissions to access the OSS bucket. This
feature can be used for access authentication and protect  origin servers from unauthorized access. This
topic describes how to enable and disable access to private OSS buckets.

Background informationBackground information
After you grant DCDN permissions to access private OSS buckets, you can also use features such as
hotlink protect ion and URL authentication provided by DCDN to protect  resources from unauthorized
access. For more information, see Configure a referer whitelist  or blacklist  to enable hotlink protection and
Configure URL authentication.

6.4. Configure private bucket origin6.4. Configure private bucket origin
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Not iceNot ice

After you grant DCDN permissions to access private OSS buckets, DCDN is granted read-only
permissions on all your OSS buckets.

After you enable the private bucket origin feature and grant DCDN permissions to access
private OSS buckets, DCDN can access all resources in your private OSS buckets by using the
accelerated domain names. Proceed with caution when you use this feature. Do not enable
the private bucket origin feature or grant DCDN permissions to access private OSS buckets if
your private bucket is unsuitable as an origin for your domain name.

If your website is vulnerable to attacks, we recommend that you purchase the Anti-DDoS
service. Do not enable the private bucket origin feature or grant DCDN permissions to access
private OSS buckets.

The private bucket origin feature conflicts with the sett ings of the default  homepage of
the stat ic website that is hosted on OSS. For more information about how to use the private
bucket origin feature and the stat ic website host ing feature at  the same t ime, see Why do
requests dest ined for my accelerated domain name trigger the error message "You are
forbidden to list  buckets" after access to private Object  Storage Service (OSS) is enabled?

Enable access to private OSS bucketsEnable access to private OSS buckets
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. (Optional) The first  t ime you grant DCDN permissions to access private OSS buckets, this step is
required. In the Alibaba Cloud OSS Privat e Bucket  AccessAlibaba Cloud OSS Privat e Bucket  Access sect ion, click Aut horizeAut horize, and then
click Conf irm Aut horizat ion PolicyConf irm Aut horizat ion Policy.

6. In the Alibaba Cloud OSS Privat e Bucket  AccessAlibaba Cloud OSS Privat e Bucket  Access sect ion, turn on Alibaba Cloud OSS Privat eAlibaba Cloud OSS Privat e
Bucket  AccessBucket  Access.
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Not e Not e You need only to perform the preceding steps if  you want to authorize DCDN to
access unencrypted files in a private OSS bucket. If  you want DCDN to access OSS objects that
are encrypted by using Key Management Service (KMS), you must first  attach the
AliyunKMSCrypt oUserAccessAliyunKMSCrypt oUserAccess policy to the RAM role AliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRoleAliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRole.

7. (Optional) Attach the AliyunKMSCrypt oUserAccessAliyunKMSCrypt oUserAccess policy to the RAM role
AliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRoleAliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRole.

i. Log on to the RAM console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Ident it iesIdent it ies >  > RolesRoles.

iii. In the Role NameRole Name column, find the RAM role AliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRoleAliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRole.

iv. Click Add PermissionsAdd Permissions in the Act ions column. In the Add Permissions panel, the value of the
PrincipalPrincipal f ield is automatically specified.

v. Click Syst em PolicySyst em Policy and enter AliyunKMSCrypt oUserAccessAliyunKMSCrypt oUserAccess in the search box to search for
the AliyunKMSCrypt oUserAccessAliyunKMSCrypt oUserAccess permission policy. Click the permission policy to add it  to
the Select edSelect ed list .

vi. Click OKOK.

vii. Click Complet eComplet e.

Disable access to private OSS bucketsDisable access to private OSS buckets
If  you no longer need an accelerated domain name to access your private OSS buckets, you can log on
to the RAM console and revoke the access permissions that are granted to DCDN.

1. Log on to the RAM console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Ident it iesIdent it ies >  > RolesRoles.

3. In the Role NameRole Name column, find the RAM role AliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRoleAliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRole.

4. Revoke all permissions that are granted to the RAM role AliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRoleAliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRole.

i. Click Remove PermissionRemove Permission in the Act ions column.

ii. In the Remove Permission message, click OKOK.

5. Choose Ident it iesIdent it ies >  > RolesRoles and delete AliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRoleAliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRole.

i. Find the RAM role AliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRoleAliyunCDNAccessingPrivat eOSSRole and click Delet eDelet e in the Act ions
column.
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ii. In the Delet e RoleDelet e Role message, click OKOK.

If your origin IP address is bound to mult iple domains, you must set  a Server Name Indication (SNI) value
to ensure that the Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) node can access your origin server over HTTPS.

ContextContext
SNI is an extension of Transport  Layer Security (TLS) by which a client  determines which hostname it  is
attempting to connect to at  the beginning of the handshake process. This allows a server to present
mult iple cert if icates on the same IP address and TCP port. In this way, mult iple HTTPS websites (or any
other service over TLS) that have different cert if icates can be served by the same IP address.

If  your origin server uses one IP address to provide HTTPS service for mult iple domains and you have
specified port  443 for DCDN to communicate with the origin server, you must set  an SNI value to specify
the requested domain. This way, when a DCDN node accesses your origin server over HTTPS, the server
returns the correct  cert if icate of the requested domain.

Not e Not e If  your origin is an Alibaba Cloud Object  Storage Service (OSS) bucket, you do not need
to set  an SNI value.

The following figure shows how SNI works.

1. The DCDN node sends an HTTPS access request  to the origin server. The requested domain is
included in SNI.

2. After the origin server receives the request, it  returns the cert if icate of the requested domain to
the DCDN node.

3. After the DCDN node receives the cert if icate, it  establishes a secure connection to the origin server.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Origin Fet chOrigin Fet ch tab, f ind Origin SNIOrigin SNI.

6. Turn on Origin SNIOrigin SNI, and enter the name of the domain to be requested.

6.5. Configure an origin SNI6.5. Configure an origin SNI
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In Alibaba Cloud DCDN, SNI specifies a domain name of your origin server. If  your origin server uses
one IP address to provide HTTPS services for mult iple domains, you must set  an SNI value to specify
the requested domain name, for example,  cdn.console.aliyun.com .

7. Click OKOK.

When Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) nodes connect to origin servers over HTTPS, the system compares
common names in the cert if icates returned by the origin servers with Server Name Indication (SNI) values
included in client  requests. To pass the origin cert if icate verificat ion and connect the DCDN nodes to
the origin servers, you can enable and configure the common name whitelist  feature.

ContextContext
A common name refers to the specific website domain name that is used to apply for a Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) cert if icate. The following figure shows that a client  request  is rejected when the SNI value
included in the request  does not match the common name in the cert if icate returned by the origin
server. As a result , the DCDN node fails to connect to the origin server over HTTPS. However, if  you
enable the common name whitelist  feature and add domain2 to the common name whitelist , the DCDN
node can connect to the origin server over HTTPS.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Origin Fet chOrigin Fet ch tab, f ind Common Name Whit elist --Bet aCommon Name Whit elist --Bet a, and turn on the St at usSt at us switch.

6. Enter the domain name that you want to add to the common name whitelist .

Not e Not e You can enter mult iple domain names and separate them with commas (,). For
example, you can enter  example.com,example.org,example.net .

6.6. Configure a common name6.6. Configure a common name
whitelistwhitelist
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7. Click OKOK.

The range origin fetch feature enables Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) to retrieve resources from the
origin server based on HTTP range requests. The origin server then returns part ial content within the
specified range. This accelerates delivery of large files. This feature reduces the back-to-origin data
usage and shortens the resource response t ime. This topic describes how to configure range origin
fetch.

ContextContext
Make sure that the origin server supports HTTP range requests. If  the HTTP request  header contains the
range field, the origin server can return 206 Part ial Content.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Origin Fet chOrigin Fet ch tab, f ind Range Origin Fet chRange Origin Fet ch.

6. Turn on or off Range Origin Fet chRange Origin Fet ch.

RangeRange
OriginOrigin
Fet chFet ch

Description Example

On

If you need to access the specified
part of a resource file, turn on RangeRange
Origin Fet chOrigin Fet ch to improve resource
response efficiency. After RangeRange
Origin Fet chOrigin Fet ch is turned on, when DCDN
receives a byte-range request and
cannot return the requested resources
from the cache, DCDN forwards the
request that contains the rangerange field
to the origin server. When the origin
server receives the request, the origin
server returns a file that has the
specified number of bytes based on
the range field. Then, DCDN returns the
file to the client.

If a client sends a request that contains  range:
0-100  to DCDN, the request that is received by
the origin server from DCDN contains  range:0-1
00 . Based on the range field, the origin server
returns a file that has 101 bytes in the range of 0
to 100 to DCDN. Then, DCDN returns the file to the
client.

6.7. Configure range origin fetch6.7. Configure range origin fetch
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Off

If you need to access all the content of
the resource file, turn off RangeRange
Origin Fet chOrigin Fet ch. After Range OriginRange Origin
Fet chFet ch is turned off, when DCDN
receives a byte-range request and
cannot return the requested resources
from the cache, DCDN forwards the
request that does not contain the
range field to the origin server. When
the origin server receives the request,
the origin server returns the entire file
to DCDN. Then, DCDN returns the
requested range to the client. After
the client receives the requested
range, the client automatically closes
the HTTP connection to DCDN. As a
result, the file returned from the origin
server is not cached on DCDN. This
decreases the cache hit  ratio and
increases the back-to-origin data
usage.

If a client sends a request that contains  range:
0-100  to DCDN, the request that is received by
the origin server from DCDN does not contain the
range field. Then, the origin server returns the
entire file to DCDN, and DCDN returns 101 bytes to
the client based on the range field. When the
client receives the requested range, the client is
disconnected from DCDN. As a result, the file that
is returned from the origin server is not cached on
DCDN.

RangeRange
OriginOrigin
Fet chFet ch

Description Example

When Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) requests resources from an origin server, the default
t imeout period is 30 seconds. If  an origin fetch request  t imes out, the request  fails. You can configure a
custom t imeout period based on your business requirements to ensure that origin fetch requests can
work as expected. This topic describes how to configure a t imeout period for origin fetch requests.

PrecautionsPrecautions
The default  request  t imeout period between L1 nodes (edge nodes) and L2 nodes (aggregate nodes) is
36 seconds. Therefore, the default  t imeout period for requests that are sent from L1 nodes to L2
nodes and then reach the origin servers is 36 seconds. If  you want to set  a longer t imeout period for
back-to-origin routing, you must submit  a t icket.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Origin Fet chOrigin Fet ch tab, f ind Origin Request  T imeoutOrigin Request  T imeout  and click Modif yModif y.

6. In the Origin Request  T imeoutOrigin Request  T imeout  dialog box, configure T imeout  ValueT imeout  Value.

6.8. Configure a timeout period for6.8. Configure a timeout period for
origin fetch requestsorigin fetch requests
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7. 

Related informationRelated information
BatchSetDcdnDomainConfigs

HTTP headers are the components of the header sect ion of request  and response messages that are
transmitted over HTTP. HTTP headers define the resources being requested, the behavior of the client
or server, and the parameters of an HTTP transaction. You can add or remove HTTP headers if  you
configure DCDN to communicate with the origin over HTTP.

ContextContext
HTTP headers include general headers, request  headers, and response headers.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the Cust om Origin HT T P HeaderCust om Origin HT T P Header tab.

6. Click AddAdd.

7. In the Cust om HT T P Response Header Set t ingsCust om HT T P Response Header Set t ings dialog box, select  a parameter from the
Paramet erParamet er drop-down list , and enter a value in the ValueValue field.

6.9. Customize an origin HTTP header6.9. Customize an origin HTTP header
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8. Click OKOK.

If you want to rewrite the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) in back-to-origin requests, you can create
rules to rewrite URIs. This topic describes how to configure rules to rewrite URIs in the Alibaba Cloud
Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) console.

ContextContext
If  a request  URI does not match the URI of the requested resource on an origin server, you must rewrite
the request  URI. You can create mult iple rewrite rules based on your business requirements.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e tab.

6. On the URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e tab, click AddAdd.

7. In the URI Rewrite dialog box that appears, specify the source URI, the target URI, and the flag.

6.10. Rewrite URIs in back-to-origin6.10. Rewrite URIs in back-to-origin
requestsrequests
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Parameter Example Description

Source URI ^/hello$
Enter a URI that starts with a forward slash (/). The URI cannot
contain http:// or domain names. Perl Compatible Regular
Expressions (PCRE) are supported.

Target URI /hello/test
Enter a URI that starts with a forward slash (/). The URI cannot
contain http:// or domain names.

Flag

None
If multiple rules are configured, the system continues to match
the request against the subsequent rules even after the current
rule is matched.

break
If this rule is matched, only the URI is rewritten. Then, the
system stops matching rules.

enhance_break
If this rule is matched, the URI and its parameters are rewritten.
Then, the system stops matching rules.
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Not iceNot ice

If you set  the flag of a URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e rule to break, the query parameters in the request
URI is not rewritten. However, the sett ings of Paramet er Rewrit eParamet er Rewrit e st ill take effect.

If  you set  the flag of a URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e rule to enhance_break, the parameter rewrite
sett ings may conflict  with the sett ings of the Paramet er Rewrit eParamet er Rewrit e feature. If  you
configure both features for the same domain name, make sure that the sett ings do not
conflict  with each other.

If  you set  the flag of a URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e rule to enhance_break, the parameter rewrite
sett ings may conflict  with the sett ings of Ret ain Paramet ersRet ain Paramet ers or Ignore Paramet ersIgnore Paramet ers
on the Domain NamesDomain Names >  > Opt imizat ionOpt imizat ion page. If  you configure these three features at
the same t ime, make sure that the sett ings do not conflict  with each other.

8. Click OKOK to apply and run the rewrite rule.

To modify or delete a rewrite rule, f ind the rule on the URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e tab and click Modif yModif y or Delet eDelet e
in the Act ions column.

Not iceNot ice

You can configure up to 50 URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e rules for a domain name.

The system runs the rewrite rules that are listed on the URI Rewrite tab in order from top
to bottom. If  you change the order of the rewrite rules, you may obtain a different
result .

The URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e feature is different from the Rewrit eRewrit e feature on the Caching page.
The Rewrit eRewrit e feature is performed on the edge nodes. This feature affects the internal
links of Alibaba Cloud CDN, and rewrites cache keys. The URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e feature is
performed on the origin nodes. This feature does not affect  the internal links of Alibaba
Cloud CDN or rewrite the cache keys.

Example 1

Source URI ^/hello$

Target URI /index.html

Flag None

Description

Original request:  http://aliyundoc.com/hello 

Final request:  http://aliyundoc.com/index.html 

The system continues to match this request against the subsequent
URI rewrite rules that are listed on the URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e tab.

Example 2

Source URI ^/hello.jpg$

Target URI /image/hello.jpg
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Flag break

Description

Original request:  http://aliyundoc.com/hello.jpg 

Final request:  http://aliyundoc.com/image/hello.jpg 

The system stops matching this request against the subsequent URI
rewrite rules that are listed on the URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e tab.

Example 3

Source URI ^/hello.jpg?code=123$

Target URI /image/hello.jpg?code=321

Flag enhance_break

Description

Original request:  http://aliyundoc.com/hello.jpg?code=123 

Final request:  http://aliyundoc.com/image/hello.jpg?
code=321 

The system stops matching this request against the subsequent URI
rewrite rules that are listed on the URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e tab.
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If  dynamic acceleration is enabled, you can create custom acceleration rules for stat ic and dynamic
content. In this case, stat ic content is cached on edge nodes and requests for dynamic content are
redirected to the origin server over the optimal route. If  dynamic acceleration is disabled, the
acceleration for dynamic content delivery becomes unavailable, but stat ic content is st ill cached on
edge nodes.

The following table lists the operations that you can perform to configure acceleration rules for stat ic
and dynamic content delivery.

Operation Description

Configure static
file types

Allows you to configure acceleration rules for static content by specifying the types of
files that can be cached on edge nodes. This prevents static content from occupying
resources that are reserved for the acceleration of dynamic content delivery.

Specify static
file URIs

Allows you to configure acceleration rules for static content by specifying the Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URIs) of files that can be cached on edge nodes. This prevents
static content from occupying resources that are reserved for the acceleration of
dynamic content delivery.

Specify static
file paths

Allows you to configure acceleration rules for static content by specifying the paths of
files that can be cached on edge nodes. This prevents static content from occupying
resources that are reserved for the acceleration of dynamic content delivery.

Configure back-
to-origin
requests to
retrieve dynamic
content

Allows you to configure dynamic content retrieval settings, including the protocol used
by the client to retrieve dynamic content from the origin server and whether to enable
load balancing. You can configure the settings based on your business requirements.

To accelerate the delivery of both stat ic and dynamic resources, you can enable the dynamic
acceleration feature. You can customize acceleration rules for stat ic resources by configuring stat ic f ile
types. In this case, stat ic f iles no longer use dynamic acceleration. This allows you to cache stat ic
resources on edge nodes and to retrieve dynamic resources from the origin server over an optimal route.

ContextContext
The following acceleration rules are applicable to both stat ic and dynamic resources:

Enable dynamic acceleration

7.Dynamic and static7.Dynamic and static
acceleration rulesacceleration rules
7.1. Overview7.1. Overview

7.2. Configure static file types7.2. Configure static file types
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To accelerate the delivery of stat ic and dynamic resources, you must turn on DynamicDynamic
Accelerat ionAccelerat ion. You can configure acceleration rules for stat ic f ile types based on your business
requirements. Then, stat ic and dynamic resources are distributed based on these custom acceleration
rules. You can customize the file types, the Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), and the directories of
stat ic resources that can be cached on DCDN nodes.

Disable dynamic acceleration

If you do not want to accelerate the delivery of dynamic resources, you can turn off DynamicDynamic
Accelerat ionAccelerat ion. After dynamic acceleration is disabled, the dynamic resources are distributed without
acceleration. Stat ic resources are distributed based on edge cache rules. Only the default  stat ic f ile
acceleration rules are valid. All custom stat ic f ile acceleration rules become invalid.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Configure stat ic f ile types.

i. 

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Domain NamesDomain Names.

iii. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, find the domain name that you want to manage and click
Conf igureConf igure in the Act ions column.

iv. The details page of the specified domain name appears. In the left-side navigation pane, click
Accelerat ion RulesAccelerat ion Rules.

v. Turn on Dynamic Accelerat ionDynamic Accelerat ion.

vi. On the St at ic File T ypesSt at ic File T ypes tab, click Modif yModif y.

vii. In the St at ic File T ypesSt at ic File T ypes dialog box, choose to enable or disable Adapt ive CachingAdapt ive Caching, and
then configure St at ic File T ypesSt at ic File T ypes.

Parameter Description
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Adapt iveAdapt ive
CachingCaching

You can configure the adaptive cache settings based on the static file type
and the cache rule of the origin server.

Enable Adapt ive CachingAdapt ive Caching

If you enable adaptive caching, rules in St at ic File T ypesSt at ic File T ypes  take
precedence over adaptive cache rules. All cache rules that are configured
for Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion in the DCDN console take effect. Cache rules take
effect in the following priorit ies:

Priority 1: If you have configured Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion in the DCDN
console, the cache rules configured in Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion are applied.

Priority 2: If you have not configured Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion in the DCDN
console, the cache rules that are configured on the origin server are
applied.

Priority 3: If you have not configured cache rules in the DCDN console or
on the origin server, DCDN dynamically init iates back-to-origin requests.

Disable Adapt ive CachingAdapt ive Caching

If you disable adaptive caching and have configured St at ic File T ypesSt at ic File T ypes
and Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion in the DCDN console, the cache rules configured
in Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion in the DCDN console are applied.

Not e Not e Make sure that the filename extensions specified in
Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion are included in St at ic File T ypesSt at ic File T ypes . Otherwise,
the cache rules configured in Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion do not take
effect.

If you disable adaptive caching and have configured St at ic File T ypesSt at ic File T ypes
but have not configured Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion, rules that are configured
on the origin server are applied.

St at ic File T ypesSt at ic File T ypes

The following static file types are supported:

Images: GIF, PNG, BMP, JPEG, and JPG.

Web pages: HTML, HTM, and SHTML.

Audio and video files: MP3, WMA, FLV, MP4, WMV, OGG, and AVI.

Text files: DOC, DOCX, XLS, XLSX, PPT, PPTX, TXT, and PDF.

Others: ZIP, EXE, TAT, ICO, CSS, JS, SWF, APK, M3U8, and TS.

Parameter Description

viii. Click OKOK.

2. Create a cache expirat ion rule.

i. In the Cache Expirat ionCache Expirat ion sect ion, click AddAdd.
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ii. In the Cache Durat ionCache Durat ion dialog box, select  Direct oryDirect ory or Filename Ext ensionFilename Ext ension for the Type
parameter and specify the other required parameters for the cache rule.

iii. Click OKOK.

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) allows you to identify stat ic f iles by Uniform Resource Identifier (URI).
DCDN no longer uses dynamic acceleration to deliver the specified stat ic f iles. Instead, DCDN uses stat ic
acceleration and allocates the optimal nodes for caching and delivery.

ContextContext
The following acceleration rules are applicable to both stat ic and dynamic resources:

Enable dynamic acceleration

To accelerate the delivery of stat ic and dynamic resources, you must turn on DynamicDynamic
Accelerat ionAccelerat ion. You can configure acceleration rules for stat ic f ile types based on your business
requirements. Then, stat ic and dynamic resources are distributed based on these custom acceleration
rules. You can customize the file types, the Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), and the directories of
stat ic resources that can be cached on DCDN nodes.

Disable dynamic acceleration

If you do not want to accelerate the delivery of dynamic resources, you can turn off DynamicDynamic
Accelerat ionAccelerat ion. After dynamic acceleration is disabled, the dynamic resources are distributed without
acceleration. Stat ic resources are distributed based on edge cache rules. Only the default  stat ic f ile
acceleration rules are valid. All custom stat ic f ile acceleration rules become invalid.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

7.3. Specify static file URIs7.3. Specify static file URIs
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4. 

5. Turn on Dynamic Accelerat ionDynamic Accelerat ion.

6. On the St at ic URIsSt at ic URIs tab, click Modif yModif y.

7. In the St at ic URIsSt at ic URIs dialog box, specify St at ic URIsSt at ic URIs.

8. 

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) allows you to identify stat ic f iles by file path. DCDN no longer uses
dynamic acceleration to deliver the specified stat ic f iles. Instead, DCDN uses stat ic acceleration and
allocates the optimal nodes for caching and delivery.

ContextContext
The following acceleration rules are applicable to both stat ic and dynamic resources:

Enable dynamic acceleration

To accelerate the delivery of stat ic and dynamic resources, you must turn on DynamicDynamic
Accelerat ionAccelerat ion. You can configure acceleration rules for stat ic f ile types based on your business
requirements. Then, stat ic and dynamic resources are distributed based on these custom acceleration
rules. You can customize the file types, the Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), and the directories of
stat ic resources that can be cached on DCDN nodes.

Disable dynamic acceleration

If you do not want to accelerate the delivery of dynamic resources, you can turn off DynamicDynamic
Accelerat ionAccelerat ion. After dynamic acceleration is disabled, the dynamic resources are distributed without
acceleration. Stat ic resources are distributed based on edge cache rules. Only the default  stat ic f ile
acceleration rules are valid. All custom stat ic f ile acceleration rules become invalid.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

7.4. Specify static file paths7.4. Specify static file paths
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Turn on Dynamic Accelerat ionDynamic Accelerat ion.

6. On the St at ic Pat hsSt at ic Pat hs tab, click Modif yModif y.

7. In the St at ic Pat hsSt at ic Pat hs dialog box, specify St at ic Pat hsSt at ic Pat hs.

Not e Not e You can use wildcards for a fuzzy search of stat ic f ile paths. Asterisks (*) and
question marks (?) can be used as wildcards. The asterisk (*) represents zero, one, or more
characters, and the question mark (?) represents one character.

8. 

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) accelerates the delivery of dynamic content by using an optimal route
selected by an intelligent routing mechanism. This topic describes how to configure back-to-origin
requests to retrieve dynamic content, including the protocol used to retrieve dynamic content and
whether to enable load balancing. These configurations are independent of each other. You can
perform configurations based on your business requirements.

Configure the origin protocol policy to retrieve dynamic contentConfigure the origin protocol policy to retrieve dynamic content
The protocol used to retrieve dynamic content must be the same as that used by the client. If  different
protocols are used, you can configure the protocol used to retrieve dynamic content. If  you do not
configure the protocol, the protocol of the origin server port  is used to retrieve dynamic content by
default .

1. 

7.5. Configure back-to-origin requests7.5. Configure back-to-origin requests
to retrieve dynamic contentto retrieve dynamic content
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Turn on Dynamic Accelerat ionDynamic Accelerat ion.

6. Click the Dynamic Cont ent  Ret rieval Set t ingsDynamic Cont ent  Ret rieval Set t ings tab.

7. Click Modif yModif y next  to Dynamic Origin Prot ocol PolicyDynamic Origin Prot ocol Policy.

8. In the Dynamic Origin Prot ocol PolicyDynamic Origin Prot ocol Policy dialog box, set  Redirect  T ypeRedirect  T ype.

Parameter Description

Mat ch ClientMat ch Client
When the client uses HTTP or HTTPS to request resources, DCDN communicates
with the origin server over the same protocol that is used by the client .

Mat ch OriginMat ch Origin
ServerServer

When the client uses HTTP or HTTPS to request resources, DCDN communicates
with the origin server over the same protocol that is used by the origin server port.

HT T PHT T P DCDN communicates with the origin server over HTTP.

HT T PSHT T PS DCDN communicates with the origin server over HTTPS.

9. Click OKOK.

Enable load balancingEnable load balancing
Requests are redirected to origin servers based on the performance of origin servers. If  you want
requests to be redirected based on the weights of origin servers, you must enable load balancing.
Then, requests are redirected to origin servers based on the specified weights to retrieve dynamic
content.

Performance-based redirect ion

Requests are redirected to the origin server with the best  performance.

Weight-based redirect ion

Requests are redirected to origin servers based on the specified weights. To modify the weight of an
origin server, see Configure an origin server.

1. 

2. 
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3. 

4. 

5. Turn on Dynamic Accelerat ionDynamic Accelerat ion.

6. Click the Dynamic Cont ent  Ret rieval Set t ingsDynamic Cont ent  Ret rieval Set t ings tab.

7. Turn on Load BalancingLoad Balancing to enable Load BalancingLoad Balancing.
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When Alibaba Cloud DCDN accelerates the delivery of stat ic resources to a user, it  retrieves the
resources from the origin server and caches them on the DCDN edge node that is nearest  to the user.
When the resources are requested again, the DCDN edge node directly returns the cached resources to
the user. This accelerates content delivery. All the edge nodes of Alibaba Cloud DCDN are equipped
with a caching system. When a user or an origin server interacts with an edge node, the caching system
responds to user requests or processes responses from the origin server. For example, the caching
system specifies a t ime-to-live (TTL) for cached resources or rewrites back-to-origin requests.

DCDN supports the following caching features.

Feature Description

Add a cache rule
for resources

Allows you to configure cache expiration rules for static resources in a specified
directory or with specified file extensions. In each cache expiration rule, you can set a
TTL for the cached static resources and a priority for the rule. DCDN edge nodes cache
and expire static resources based on the cache expiration rules.

Create a cache
expiration rule for
HTTP status codes

Allows you to set a TTL for HTTP status codes that are returned to requests for
resources in a specified directory or with specified file extensions.

Customize an
HTTP header

Allows you to customize HTTP response headers for expired resources.

Customize an
error page

Allows you to customize an error page for a specific HTTP status code.

Create a URI
rewrite rule

Allows you to redirect request URIs to the specified URIs by using 302 redirects.

Cache duration refers to the amount of t ime that a resource is cached on Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route
for CDN (DCDN) nodes. When the cache duration of a cached resource ends, the resource on the DCDN
nodes expires. Requests that attempt to access expired resources are redirected to the origin server.
The retrieved resources are returned to the clients and cached on the DCDN nodes. You can add a
cache rule for stat ic resources based on file directories or filename extensions.

This topic consists of the following sect ions:

Usage notes

Procedure

Priorit ies of DCDN cache rules

HTTP caching mechanisms

Configuration examples

Related API operations

8.Cache settings8.Cache settings
8.1. Overview8.1. Overview

8.2. Add a cache rule for resources8.2. Add a cache rule for resources
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Usage notesUsage notes
When you update a file on the origin server, we recommend that you add version numbers to the
name of the file. This way, you can differentiate between file versions.

To differentiate file versions after updates, we recommend that you add version numbers to file
names. This way, each file version has a unique name. For example, you can name a file img-v1.0.jpg
before it  is updated and img-v2.1.jpg after it  is updated.

The resource cache duration affects the back-to-origin routing frequency. Set  a proper cache
duration based on your business requirements.

A short  cache duration may cause frequent back-to-origin routing and increase loads on the origin
server. A long cache duration may cause resources on DCDN nodes to be outdated.

Cached resources that are infrequently requested may be removed from the DCDN nodes before they
expire.

If  a DCDN node retrieves a stat ic f ile from an origin server, the node processes the file based on the
priorit ies of the cache rules. For more information, see Priorit ies of DCDN cache rules.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Cache Durat ionCache Durat ion tab, click AddAdd.

6. In the Cache Durat ionCache Durat ion dialog box, configure the parameters that are described in the following
table.
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Parameter Description

T ypeT ype

You can select Direct oryDirect ory or Filename Ext ensionFilename Ext ension.

Direct oryDirect ory: Add a cache rule for resources under the specified directory.

Filename Ext ensionFilename Ext ension: Add a cache rule for resources with the specified
filename extension.

Cont entCont ent

Specify the directories or filename extensions for which you want to add the cache
rule.

If you select Direct oryDirect ory, take note of the following rules:

You can enter only one directory at a t ime. You can use a forward slash (/) to
specify all directories.

You can enter a full path. The path must start with a forward slash (/), for
example, /directory/aaa.

If you select Filename Ext ensionFilename Ext ension, take note of the following rules:

You can enter one or more filename extensions and separate them with
commas (,), for example,  jpg,txt . Filename extensions are case-
sensit ive.

The following static file types are supported:

Images: GIF, PNG, BMP, JPEG, and JPG.

Web pages: HTML, HTM, and SHTML.

Audio and video files: MP3, WMA, FLV, MP4, WMV, OGG, and AVI.

Text files: DOC, DOCX, XLS, XLSX, PPT, PPTX, TXT, and PDF.

Others: ZIP, EXE, TAT, ICO, CSS, JS, SWF, APK, M3U8, and TS.

You cannot use a wildcard character (*) to specify all file types.

Expire InExpire In

The cache duration for cached resources. The maximum cache duration is three
years. Take note of the following rules:

Specify a cache duration of one month or longer for static files that are
infrequently updated, such as images and application packages.

Specify a cache duration based on your business requirements for static files
that are frequently updated, such as JS and CSS files.

We recommend that you specify a cache duration of 0 seconds to disable
caching for dynamic files, such as PHP, JSP, and ASP files.
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WeightWeight

The weight for a cache rule, which indicates the priority of the cache rule. Valid
values are 1 to 99. A greater value indicates a higher priority.

Not eNot e

If you create multiple cache rules, we recommend that you set a
unique weight for each cache rule to define their priorit ies.

Cache rules that have the same weight are priorit ized in order of
creation time, regardless of the rule type. The rule with the earliest
creation time applies.

If you have configured multiple cache rules for the same cached
resource, only the first  matched rule is applied.

Parameter Description

7. Click OKOK.

After you add a cache rule, you can Modif yModif y or Delet eDelet e the cache rule on the Cache Durat ionCache Durat ion tab.

Priorit ies of DCDN cache rulesPriorit ies of DCDN cache rules
After a DCDN node retrieves a stat ic f ile from an origin server, the node processes the stat ic f ile based
on the cache rules in the following order. A smaller value indicates a higher priority.

1. If  the response carries the  pragma:no-cache ,  cache-control:no-cache ,  cache-control:no-st
ore , or  cache-control:max-age=0  direct ive, the stat ic f ile is not cached.

2. DCDN follows the cache duration for cached resources, or the validity period for HTTP status codes
set in the DCDN console.
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Not eNot e

If a request  matches mult iple cache rules, only one rule is applied in the following order of
priority: weight > rule creation t ime.

If  you create mult iple cache rules, we recommend that you set  a unique weight for each
cache rule to define their priorit ies. A higher weight indicates a higher priority.

Cache rules that have the same weight are priorit ized in order of creation t ime,
regardless of the rule type. The rule with the earliest  creation t ime applies.

3. DCDN follows other cache rules set  on the origin server. Headers in responses from the origin server
are in the following descending order of priority: Cache-Control > Expires > Last-Modified > ETag.

i. The response carries the  Cache-Control  header and the direct ive is  max-age , which is set
to a value greater than 0, for example,  cache-control:max-age=3600 .

ii. The response carries the  Expires  header, for example, expires:Tue, 25 Nov 2031 17:25:43
GMT.

iii. If  the response carries the  ETag  or  Last-Modified  header, the cache duration is
calculated based on the following rules:

a. If  the response carries the  Last-Modified  header, the cache duration is calculated
based on the following formula: Cache duration = (Current t ime - Last-Modified) × 0.1. If
the result  is between 10 seconds to 3,600 seconds, the result  applies. If  the result  is less
than 10 seconds, the cache duration is 10 seconds. If  the result  is greater than 3,600
seconds, the cache duration is 3,600 seconds.

b. If  the response carries only the  ETag  header, the cache duration is 10 seconds.

4. If  the response does not carry the  ETag ,  Last-Modified ,  Cache-Control , or  Expires 
header, the stat ic f ile is not cached on the node.

HTTP caching mechanismsHTTP caching mechanisms
HTTP provides three types of headers that can be used to control caching behaviors.

1. Cache durat ionCache durat ion

When a client  requests resources from a server, the client  and server define the cache duration of
the returned resources that are cached on DCDN nodes. The resources expire when the cache
duration ends.

HTTP provides the following types of headers that can be used to define the cache duration.

Header
Protocol
version

Description Example Type

Pragma HTTP/1.0

The Pragma header specifies
whether a resource is cached. If
Pragma is set to no-cache, the
resource is not cached. Pragma is
compatible with servers that use
only HTTP/1.0.

Pragma:no-cache
Request
and
response
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Expires HTTP/1.0

The Expires header specifies a date
and time. The cached resource
expires at the specified time.

If Expires is set to an invalid date,
such as 0, the resource has already
expired.

Expires: Wed, 21 Oct
2022 07:28:00 GMT

Respons
e

Cache-
Control

HTTP/1.1

The Cache-Control header can be
set to different directives to control
the caching behaviors. Most
mainstream clients, such as
browsers, use Cache-Control to
control the caching behaviors.

The following
directives specify that
files are not cached:

Cache-Control:no-
cache

Cache-Control:no-
store

Cache-Control:max-
age=0

The following directive
specifies that files are
cached for 1 hour:
Cache-Control:max-
age=3600.

Request
and
response

Header
Protocol
version

Description Example Type

2. Resource t agsResource t ags

The first  t ime a client  requests a resource from a server, the server adds a tag to the response
headers. The next  t ime the client  requests the resource from the server, the tag is used to identify
the requested resource. The header of the subsequent requests for the same resource carries this
tag. If  the server checks the tag and confirms that the requested resource is not updated, the
HTTP 304 status code is returned to the clients. The clients retrieve the resource from the local
cache. If  the server detects that the tag is different from that of the resource on the server, the
server informs the clients that the resource has been updated or has expired. In this case, the
clients must retrieve the latest  version of the resource from the server.

HTTP provides the following types of headers that can be used to control cache versions.

Header
Protocol
version

Description Example Type

Last-
Modified

HTTP/1.0
Last-Modified indicates the t ime
when a resource was last updated.

Last-Modified: Wed,
21 Oct 2015 07:28:00
GMT

Respons
e
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ETag HTTP/1.1

The ETag header is the unique
identifier of each version of a
resource.

ETag indicates whether a resource
has been updated. If the resource
has been updated, the server does
not need to return a complete
response.

ETag:
"33a64df551425fcc55e
4d42a148795d9f25f89
d4"

Respons
e

Header
Protocol
version

Description Example Type

3. Cont ent  negot iat ionCont ent  negot iat ion

Caching software uses keywords to index objects on disks. In HTTP/1.0, URLs are used as keywords.
However, different resources may point  to the same URL. To differentiate them, clients must
provide more information, such as the Accept-Language and Accept-Charset  headers. HTTP/1.1
introduced the Vary response header to implement content negotiat ion. The Vary header lists the
request  headers that must be included to implement content negotiat ion.

In content negotiat ion, Vary is used to differentiate versions of the requested resource so that the
clients can retrieve the desired version of the requested resource.

Header
Protocol
version

Description Example Type

Vary HTTP/1.1

Examples

A server uses  Vary: Accept-En
coding  to inform the recipient,
such as a DCDN node, that the
requested resource has two
versions. One is compressed, and
the other is not. When the client
sends requests to DCDN for the
same resource, the browser with
an earlier version requires the
resource to be uncompressed to
prevent incompatibility. The
browser with the latest version
requires the resource to be
compressed to reduce data
transfer.

The server uses  Vary: User-Ag
ent  to identify the browsers
that init iate the requests and
inform the recipient, such as a
DCDN node, of the browser types.
The DCDN node caches the
resource of the required version
based on the browser types.

Vary: Accept-Encoding

Vary: Accept-
Encoding,User-Agent

Respons
e
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Configuration examplesConfiguration examples
Example 1: If  you want DCDN nodes to cache .txt  f iles for 7 days, add a cache rule for .txt  f iles in the
DCDN console and set  the cache duration to 7 days.

Example 2: The following cache rules are set  for the accelerated domain name  demo.aliyun.com .
When DCDN nodes retrieve the resource  http://demo.aliyun.com/image/example.png , each of the
rules is a match. In addit ion, the rules have the same weight. In this case, the rules are priorit ized in order
of creation t ime. The rule with the earliest  creation t ime has the higher priority. Therefore, the rule that
is set  for the /image directory is applied because the rule is created the earliest.

Related API operationsRelated API operations
BatchSetDcdnDomainConfigs

This topic describes how to set  a t ime-to-live (TTL) value for HTTP status codes that are returned to
requests for stat ic resources in a specified directory or with specified file extensions. This allows DCDN
edge nodes to directly return HTTP status codes to requests and reduces loads on origin servers.

ScenariosScenarios

8.3. Create a cache expiration rule for8.3. Create a cache expiration rule for
HTTP status codesHTTP status codes
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HTTP 2xx status codes indicate that DCDN edge nodes have retrieved the requested resources from the
origin server. In this case, the origin server returns an HTTP 2xx status code to the DCDN edge nodes.
Then, the DCDN edge nodes process the requests based on cache expirat ion rules. If  the origin server
fails to return HTTP status codes, such as an HTTP 2xx status code, to the DCDN edge nodes, and you
do not want the origin server to respond to every request, you can set  a TTL value for HTTP status
codes. Then, DCDN edge nodes directly return HTTP status codes to requests to reduce loads on the
origin server.

Not eNot e

HTTP 303, 304, 401, 407, 600, and 601 status codes are not supported.

If  the Cache-Control, Pragma or Expires header is configured on the origin server, Alibaba
Cloud DCDN caches the following HTTP status codes based on the Cache-Control, Pragma
or Expires direct ive: 204, 305, 400, 403, 404, 405, 414, 500, 501, 502, 503, and 504. If  you do
not set  a TTL value for these HTTP status codes, or the HTTP response header of the origin
server does not contain the field Cache-Control, Pragma or Expires, the TTL value is set  to 1
second by default .

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the St at us Codes and Expirat ion T imeSt at us Codes and Expirat ion T ime tab.

6. Click AddAdd to create an expirat ion rule for HTTP status codes.
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Parameter Description

T ypeT ype

You can select Direct oryDirect ory or File Ext ensionFile Ext ension. Select a type based on your
business requirements.

Not e Not e If you set TTL values for the HTTP status codes of both a
directory and files with specified extensions, whichever rule that is set first
takes effect. All other rules are ignored.

ObjectObject

If you select Direct oryDirect ory, take note of the following rules:

You can add only one directory in each rule.

You can enter a full path. It  must start with a forward slash (/), for
example, /directory/aaa.

If you select File Ext ensionFile Ext ension, take note of the following rules:

You can enter one or more file extensions. Separate file extensions with
commas (,), for example,  JPG,TXT .

You cannot use an asterisk (*) to specify all file types.
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Expire InExpire In

You can set a TTL value for 4xx and 5xx HTTP status codes. The TTL value is
in seconds. Separate HTTP status codes with commas (,), for example,
4xx=10,5xx=15.

You cannot set a TTL value for 2xx or 3xx status codes. You can set a TTL
value only for specific HTTP status codes, including 201 and 302 status
codes. The TTL value is measured in seconds. For example, you can set
201=10,302=15.

Parameter Description

7. Click OKOK.

After an expirat ion rule for HTTP status codes is created, it  is displayed on the St at us CodeSt at us Code
Expirat ion T imeExpirat ion T ime tab. You can Modif yModif y or Delet eDelet e the rule.

Related API operationsRelated API operations
BatchAddDcdnDomain

HTTP headers define the resources that are being requested, the behaviors of clients or servers, and
the operation parameters of HTTP requests. This topic describes how to customize an HTTP response
header.

ContextContext
HTTP headers are the components of header sect ions in request  and response messages that are
transferred over HTTP.

HTTP headers include general headers, request  headers, and response headers.

When you create an HTTP response header, pay attention to the following notes:

The configurations of the HTTP response header for an accelerated domain name affect  how a
client  program responds to all the requests that are dest ined for the domain. The client  program can
be a browser. The header configurations do not affect  the cache server.

You can set  the value of  Access-Control-Allow-Origin  to an asterisk (  * ) to specify all the
domain names. You can also set  the value to a specific domain name, such as  www.aliyun.com .

DCDN does not support  configuring response headers for wildcard domains.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the HT T P HeaderHT T P Header tab, click AddAdd.

6. In the Cust om HT T P Response Header Set t ingsCust om HT T P Response Header Set t ings dialog box, select  an HTTP header from the
Parameter drop-down list  and specify the Value parameter.

8.4. Customize an HTTP header8.4. Customize an HTTP header
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The following table describes the 10 HTTP response headers that are provided by Dynamic Route
for CDN (DCDN). If  you need to specify other HTTP response headers,submit  a t icket.

Parameter Description Example

Content-Type
Specifies the type of the content that is
returned to the client program.

image

Cache-Control
Specifies the cache policy that the client
program follows for requests and
responses.

no-cache

Content-Disposition
Specifies the default file name that is
provided by the client program when the
requested content is saved as a file.

123.txt

Content-Language
Specifies the language of the intended
audience for the content that is returned to
the client program.

zh-CN

Expires
Specifies the expiration time of the content
that is returned to the client program.

Wed, 21 Oct 2015
07:28:00 GMT

Access-Control-Allow-
Origin

Specifies the origins from which cross-origin
requests are allowed.

*

Not e Not e You can
enter  *  in the
Value field to
specify all the
domain names. You
can also enter a full
domain name, such
as  www.aliyun.co
m .
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Access-Control-Allow-
Headers

Specifies the fields that are allowed in cross-
origin requests.

X-Custom-Header

Access-Control-Allow-
Methods

Specifies the request methods that are
allowed for cross-origin requests.

POST, GET

Not e Not e To add
the POST method
and the GET
method, separate
them with a comma
(,).

Access-Control-Max-Age

Specifies the t ime to live (TTL) during which
the response can be cached for a preflight
request that is init iated by the client
program for a particular resource.

600

Access-Control-Expose-
Headers

Specifies the headers that can be exposed as
part of the response.

Content-Length

Parameter Description Example

7. Click OKOK.

On the HT T P HeaderHT T P Header page, you can click Modif yModif y or Delet eDelet e to manage the HTTP header.

When a client  requests a web service through a browser, the website host ing server returns the default
404 Not Found page if  the requested URL does not exist . The default  error page of a web server may
not meet your requirement. To improve user experience, you can associate full URLs with error codes
that are included in HTTP or HTTPS responses. When an error occurs, the server returns the associated
custom page. This topic describes how to customize an error page.

ContextContext
Alibaba Cloud provides the default  page and the custom page for HTTP error codes. The 404 error
code is taken as an example to describe the differences between the default  page and the custom
page.

Default  page: When the HTTP response includes the 404 status code, the server returns the default
404 Not Found page.

Custom page: When the HTTP response includes the 404 status code, the server returns the custom
page. You must specify a full URL for the custom page.

Not e Not e Custom pages are considered as personal resources and fees are charged based on
the specified billing rules.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

8.5. Customize an error page8.5. Customize an error page
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the Cust om PagesCust om Pages tab.

6. On the Cust om PagesCust om Pages tab, click AddAdd.

7. In the Cust om PagesCust om Pages dialog box, specify the Error CodeError Code and LinkLink parameters.

For example, you want to store the  error404.html  page and other stat ic f iles on the origin
server. You also want to return this error page to requests that are dest ined for the accelerated
domain name  exp.aliyun.com . Then, you only need to select  404404 from the Error Code drop-
down list  and enter the full URL  http://exp.aliyun.com/error404.html  in the Link field.

8. Click OKOK.

On the Cust om PagesCust om Pages page, you can click Modif yModif y or Delet eDelet e to manage the custom page.

You can create a URI rewrite rule to redirect  requests from HTTP URIs to HTTPS URIs, or rewrite URIs in
requests to the URIs of the requested resources.

ScenariosScenarios
If  you want to rewrite URIs in requests to the URIs of the requested resources, you can create a URI
rewrite rule. If  a request  matches the rewrite rule, Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN)
performs a 302 redirect  to redirect  the request  to the final URI. For example, users visit
 www.example.com/hello  over HTTP. After you create a rewrite rule, requests that are sent to
 www.example.com/hello  are redirected to  www.example.com/index.html .

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e tab.

6. Click AddAdd and configure URI t o Be Rewrit t enURI t o Be Rewrit t en, T arget  URIT arget  URI, and Execut ing RulesExecut ing Rules based on your
business requirements.

8.6. Create a URI rewrite rule8.6. Create a URI rewrite rule
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Not e Not e You can create up to 50 rewrite rules for each domain name.

Parameter Description

URI t o BeURI t o Be
Rewrit t enRewrit t en

Enter a URI that starts with a forward slash (/). The URI cannot contain http:// or
domain names. You can use Perl Compatible Regular Expressions (PCRE) to specify
the URI, for example, ^/hello$.

T arget  URIT arget  URI
Enter a URI that starts with a forward slash (/). The URI cannot contain http:// or
domain names. Example: /index.html.

Execut ing RulesExecut ing Rules

RedirectRedirect  and BreakBreak are supported.

RedirectRedirect : If the URI in a request matches the current rule, Alibaba Cloud DCDN
performs a 302 redirect to redirect the request to the final URI.

BreakBreak: If the URI in a request matches the current rule, Alibaba Cloud DCDN
returns the content of the final URI and skips other rewrite rules.

7. Click OKOK.

After a rewrite rule is created, it  is displayed on the URI Rewrit eURI Rewrit e tab. You can Modif yModif y or Delet eDelet e
the rule.

Configuration examplesConfiguration examples

Example
URI t o BeURI t o Be
Rewrit t enRewrit t en

T argetT arget
URIURI

Execut iExecut i
ngng
RulesRules

Description

Example
1

/hello
/index.htm
l

Redirect

A client requests
 example.aliyundoc.com/hello . DCDN nodes

perform a 302 redirect to redirect the request to
 example.aliyundoc.com/index.html .
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Example
2

^/$
/index.htm
l

Redirect

A client requests  example.aliyundoc.com .
DCDN nodes perform a 302 redirect to redirect the
request to
 example.aliyundoc.com/index.html .

Example
3

/hello
/hello/ind
ex.html

Redirect

A client requests
 example.aliyundoc.com/hello . DCDN nodes

perform a 302 redirect to redirect the request to
 example.aliyundoc.com/hello/index.html .

Example
4

^/hello$
/index.htm
l

Break

A client requests
 example.aliyundoc.com/hello . DCDN nodes

return the content of
 example.aliyundoc.com/index.html  and skip

the subsequent rules.

Example
URI t o BeURI t o Be
Rewrit t enRewrit t en

T argetT arget
URIURI

Execut iExecut i
ngng
RulesRules

Description

API operationsAPI operations
BatchSetDcdnDomainConfigs
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This topic describes the benefits and usage notes of HTTPS secure acceleration and how it  works.
HTTPS secure acceleration is used to encrypt connections between clients and Dynamic Route for CDN
(DCDN) nodes. HTTPS ensures data security during transmission.

This topic consists of the following sect ions:

What is HTTPS?

How it  works

Billing

Benefits

Scenarios

Usage notes

Enable HTTPS secure acceleration

What is HTTPS?What is HTTPS?
HTTP transmits data in plaintext  and does not encrypt data. HTTPS is an extension of HTTP and is
designed to ensure data security. In HTTPS, the communication protocol is encrypted by using
Transport  Layer Security (TLS), formerly known as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). HTTPS is used to encrypt
connections. HTTPS is widely used to protect  sensit ive user data for services such as payment
transactions.

How it  worksHow it  works
After you enable HTTPS in the DCDN console, transmissions between clients and DCDN nodes are
encrypted over HTTPS. If  you want to enable end-to-end HTTPS encryption, you must configure DCDN
nodes to redirect  requests to origin servers over HTTPS. Make sure that the origin servers support
HTTPS.

9.HTTPS settings9.HTTPS settings
9.1. What is HTTPS secure9.1. What is HTTPS secure
acceleration?acceleration?
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The following figure shows how HTTPS works.

1. In the Alibaba Cloud DCDN console, configure the public and private keys of the SSL cert if icate on
DCDN nodes.

Not e Not e You can acquire the public and private keys by applying for or uploading an SSL
cert if icate.

2. The DCDN node sends the public and private keys to the client.

3. The client  parses the public key to verify the validity.

If  the public key is valid, the client  generates a random number. The client  uses the public key to
encrypt the random number and transmits the number to the DCDN node.

If  the public key is invalid, SSL handshakes fail. You must configure a valid SSL cert if icate.

Not e Not e A cert if icate is considered valid only if  the following requirements are met:

The cert if icate is not expired.

The cert if icate is issued by a trusted cert if icate authority (CA).

The public key of the cert if icate can decrypt the cert if icate signature signed by the CA.

The domain name on the cert if icate matches the accelerated domain name.

4. The DCDN node uses the private key to decrypt the encrypted random number.

5. The DCDN node uses the random number to encrypt data transmission.

6. The client  uses the random number to decrypt the received data.

BillingBilling
HTTPS secure acceleration is a value-added service. After you enable HTTPS, you are charged based on
the number of HTTPS requests. For more information, see Billing of requests and WebSocket.
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Not e Not e HTTPS requests are separately billed, and the fees cannot be offset  by data transfer
plans of DCDN. Make sure that you have a sufficient  balance in your Alibaba Cloud account.
Otherwise, overdue payments may occur and cause service suspension.

BenefitsBenefits
HTTPS secure acceleration provides the following benefits:

HTTPS secure acceleration protects communications from eavesdropping, tampering, impersonation
attacks, and man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks.

HTTPS encrypts sensit ive information such as session IDs and cookies before transmission. This
minimizes the risk of sensit ive information leaks.

HTTPS checks data integrity during transmission to protect  the data from MITM attacks, such as DNS
hijacking and tampering.

HTTPS is the new standard. An increasing number of mainstream browsers such as Google Chrome 70
and later and Mozilla Firefox have labeled HTTP web URLs as not secure since 2018. If  you choose to
use HTTP, your website may be exposed to security risks. Users who visit  your website by using these
browsers are prompted that this website is not secure. This compromises user experience and may
reduce visits to the website.

Mainstream search engines have a higher weight for HTTPS-capable websites. After you enable
HTTPS for your website, the website can achieve a higher ranking in search engine optimization (SOE).
HTTP/2 is supported by a growing number of browsers because HTTP/2 can provide a better user
experience. A website must support  HTTPS before it  can support  HTTP/2. HTTPS is a more reliable
choice in terms of security, market presence, and user experience. Therefore, we recommend that you
upgrade your communication protocol to HTTPS.

ScenariosScenarios
The following table describes the use scenarios of HTTPS secure acceleration.

Scenario Description

Enterprise
applications

HTTPS protects confidential information on enterprise websites from being hijacked
or intercepted. Leaks of the confidential information, such as customer relationship
management (CRM) data and enterprise resource planning (ERP) data, may cause fatal
damages to enterprises.

Public service
websites

HTTPS protects sensit ive information on public service websites against attacks such
as phishing and hijacking. Leaks of such information may compromise public trust.

Payment systems

HTTPS protects sensit ive data such as customer names and phone numbers used in
payment transactions against hijacking and spoofing. If sensit ive data is leaked,
attackers can use such data to trick customers into making duplicate payments. This
causes losses to both the customer and the enterprise.

API operations
API operations can use HTTPS to encrypt important information, such as sensit ive data
and important instructions. This protects the information against hijacking.

Enterprise
websites

HTTPS improves user trust and experience. Web browsers display a lock icon in the
address bar for websites with domain validated (DV) or organization validated (OV)
certificates. The enterprise name is displayed together with the lock icon for websites
that include extended validated (EV) certificates.
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Usage notesUsage notes
The following table describes the usage notes of HTTPS.

Catego
ry

Note

Scenari
o

All domain names can enable HTTPS regardless of the content type.

You can enable HTTPS for a wildcard domain name.

You can renew an SSL certificate. Proceed with caution. After an SSL certificate is renewed, it
takes effect within one minute.

Usage notes on enabling and disabling HTTPS:

Enable HTTPS: After you enable HTTPS, you can change SSL certificates. You can also configure
URL redirection to redirect user requests from HTTP to HTTPS. For more information, see
Configure force redirect.

Disable HTTPS: After you disable HTTPS, the system no longer supports HTTPS requests and
retains the SSL certificate or private key information. If you want to enable HTTPS again, you
must select an SSL certificate from Certificate Management Service. For more information, see
Configure an SSL certificate.

Billing

HTTPS secure acceleration is a value-added service. After you enable HTTPS, you are charged
based on the number of HTTPS requests. For more information, see Billing of requests and
WebSocket.

Not e Not e HTTPS requests are separately billed, and the fees cannot be offset by data
transfer plans of DCDN. Before you enable HTTPS secure acceleration, make sure that you
have a sufficient balance in your Alibaba Cloud account. If the balance is insufficient, DCDN
may be suspended.

Certific
ate
manag
ement

You must upload SSL certificates and private keys in  Privacy-Enhanced Mail (PEM) 
format for domain names for which you want to enable HTTPS secure acceleration.

Not e Not e The Tengine web server used by DCDN is designed based on the NGINX web
server architecture. Therefore, the web server supports only certificate files in NGINX-
compatible  PEM  format. For more information, see Certificate formats.

The uploaded SSL certificate must match the private key. Otherwise, requests sent from clients
fail the authentication.

The system does not support the private keys for which passwords are configured.

Only SSL and TLS handshakes that include Server Name Indication (SNI) values are supported.

You can view SSL certificates. You cannot view private keys because they are sensit ive
information. Keep certificate-related information confidential.

Enable HTTPS secure accelerationEnable HTTPS secure acceleration
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1. Prepare an SSL cert if icate in the Cert if icate Management Service console.

The following types of SSL cert if icates are supported. Select  a type based on your business
requirements and configure an SSL cert if icate in the Cert if icate Management Service console.

Premium cert if icates (with higher security): Purchase a cert if icate > Submit  a cert if icate
application.

Third-party cert if icates: You must upload the cert if icate to Cert if icate Management Service. For
more information, see Upload a cert if icate.

2. Enable HTTPS in the DCDN console.

i. After you prepare an SSL cert if icate, you must configure the cert if icate before HTTPS can be
enabled. For more information, see Configure an SSL cert if icate.

ii. (Optional) You can configure advanced features such as Force Redirect  based on your business
requirements.

Feature Description

Enable HTTP/2

HTTP/2 is a binary protocol developed based on HTTP/1.1. HTTP/2
significantly improves web performance and reduces latency by enabling
multiplexing and header compression. HTTP/2 is supported by mainstream
browsers, including Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge, Safari, and Mozilla
Firefox.

Configure force
redirect

Redirects requests to HTTP or HTTPS.

Configure HSTS
Forces clients such as browsers to communicate with servers over HTTPS. This
reduces the risk of cookie hijacking.

Configure TLS
version control

Ensures communication security and data integrity.

Configure OCSP
stapling

Caches the revocation status of SSL certificates and returns the information to
clients. Clients do not need to query the revocation status of SSL certificates
from certificate authorit ies (CAs). This reduces the verification time.

9.2. Certificate formats9.2. Certificate formats
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To access resources over HTTPS secure acceleration, you must configure an SSL cert if icate. This topic
describes the cert if icate formats that are supported by Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN)
and how to convert  cert if icate formats.

Root CA certificatesRoot CA certificates
Root CA cert if icates are issued by root cert if icate authorit ies (CAs) including Apache, IIS, NGINX, and
Tomcat. Each root CA cert if icate is unique. Alibaba Cloud DCDN uses root CA cert if icates that are issued
by NGINX. The cert if icate information is contained in a  .crt  f ile and the private key is contained in a
 .key  f ile.

Take note of the following rules when you upload a cert if icate:

The cert if icate must start  with  -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----  and end with  -----END CERTIFICAT
E----- .

All lines except the last  line must be 64 characters in length. The last  line can be up to 64 characters
in length.

The following figure shows a sample cert if icate in  PEM  format that is used in Linux.

Certificates issued by an intermediate CACertificates issued by an intermediate CA
A cert if icate file that is issued by an intermediate CA contains mult iple cert if icates. When you configure
HTTPS, you must combine the intermediate cert if icates and server cert if icate into a complete
cert if icate before you upload it .

Not e Not e When you combine the cert if icates, make sure that the server cert if icate is followed by
the intermediate cert if icate. In most cases, the CA provides the instruct ions when the CA issues a
cert if icate. Pay attention to the instruct ions.

A chain of cert if icates that are issued by an intermediate CA:

 -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 

9.2. Certificate formats9.2. Certificate formats
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 -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 

 -----END CERTIFICATE----- 

 -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 

 -----END CERTIFICATE----- 

 -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 

 -----END CERTIFICATE----- 

The cert if icates in the chain must comply with the following rules:

Empty lines are not allowed between cert if icates.

Each cert if icate must be in PEM format.

RSA private key formatsRSA private key formats
A Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) private key must comply with the following rules:

Run the  openssl genrsa -out privateKey.pem 2048  command to generate the RSA private key.  p
rivateKey.pem  is the private key file.

The private key must start  with  -----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----  and end with  -----END RSA P
RIVATE KEY----- .

All lines except the last  line must be 64 characters in length. The last  line can be less than 64
characters in length.

If  you do not generate the private key as instructed and the private key does not start  with  -----
BEGIN PRIVATE KEY-----  or end with  -----END PRIVATE KEY----- , run the following command to
convert  the private key:

openssl rsa -in old_server_key.pem -out new_server_key.pem

Then, upload the  new_server_key.pem  f ile and the cert if icate together.

Convert certificate formatsConvert certificate formats
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HTTPS configuration supports only cert if icates that are in the PEM format. If  your cert if icates are not in
the PEM format, you must convert  them to the PEM format. We recommend that you use OpenSSL to
convert  cert if icate formats. This sect ion describes how to convert  cert if icates to PEM:

Convert  a cert if icate from DER to PEM

The DER format is typically used for Java.

Convert  the cert if icate format:

openssl x509 -inform der -in certificate.cer -out certificate.pem

Convert  the private key format:

openssl rsa -inform DER -outform pem -in privatekey.der -out privatekey.pem

Convert  a cert if icate from P7B to PEM

The P7B format is typically used for Windows Server and Tomcat.

Convert  the cert if icate format:

openssl pkcs7 -print_certs -in incertificat.p7b -out outcertificate.cer

Open the  outcertificat.cer  f ile. Then, upload the part  that starts with  -----BEGIN CERTIFIC
ATE-----  and ends with  -----END CERTIFICATE----- .

A cert if icate in the P7B format does not include a private key. When you configure an SSL
cert if icate in the DCDN console, specify the cert if icate information. You do not need to specify the
private key.

Convert  a cert if icate from PFX to PEM

The PFX format is typically used for Windows Server.

Convert  the cert if icate format:

openssl pkcs12 -in certname.pfx -nokeys -out cert.pem

Convert  the private key format:

openssl pkcs12 -in certname.pfx -nocerts -out key.pem -nodes

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) supports HTTPS secure acceleration. You can upload a custom
cert if icate or add a purchased cert if icate from SSL Cert if icates Service to DCDN to enable HTTPS secure
acceleration. HTTPS secure acceleration implements encryption for data in transit . This topic describes
how to configure and renew an SSL cert if icate.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites

If  you want to use a custom cert if icate, it  must be in a valid format. For more information, see
Cert if icate formats.

ContextContext

9.3. Configure an SSL certificate9.3. Configure an SSL certificate
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DCDN supports only cert if icates in the  PEM  format. If  a cert if icate is not in the  PEM  format, convert
the cert if icate to the  PEM  format. For more information, see Convert certificate formats.

Not eNot e

Step 1: Configure or renew an SSL certificateStep 1: Configure or renew an SSL certificate
HTTPS secure acceleration is a value-added service. After you enable HTTPS, you are charged based on
the number of HTTPS requests. You cannot use DCDN data transfer plans to offset  the fees. For more
information about HTTPS pricing, see Billing of requests and WebSocket.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. In the HT T PS Cert if icat eHT T PS Cert if icat e sect ion, click Modif yModif y.

6. In the HT T PS Set t ingsHT T PS Set t ings dialog box, turn on SSL Accelerat ionSSL Accelerat ion.

After you turn on SSL Accelerat ionSSL Accelerat ion, the system prompts that you will be charged for using
HTTPS. You can choose to enable or disable HTTPS based on your business requirements. For more
information about HTTPS pricing, see Billing of requests and WebSocket.

7. On the page that appears, configure parameters.
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Parameter Description

Cert if icat eCert if icat e
SourceSource

Cert if icat e SourceCert if icat e Source contains an Alibaba Cloud certificate, a custom certificate,
and a free certificate. You can switch among these three types of certificates
based on your business requirements.

Cert if icat eCert if icat e
NameName
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Cert if icat eCert if icat e
(Public Key)(Public Key)

If you set the Cert if icat e SourceCert if icat e Source parameter to Cust om Cert if icat eCust om Cert if icat e
(Cert if icat e +  Privat e Key)(Cert if icat e +  Privat e Key), you must set the Cert if icat e (Public Key)Cert if icat e (Public Key)  and
Privat e KeyPrivat e Key parameters. For more information, see PEM Encoding Ref erencePEM Encoding Ref erence
below the Cert if icat e (Public Key)Cert if icat e (Public Key)  and Privat e KeyPrivat e Key fields.Privat e KeyPrivat e Key

Parameter Description

8. Click OKOK.

Step 3: Disable HTTPS secure accelerationStep 3: Disable HTTPS secure acceleration
If  you no longer require HTTPS secure acceleration, you can disable this feature in the DCDN console at
any t ime. HTTPS secure acceleration is disabled immediately after you turn off the switch.

HTTP/2 is the latest  version of HTTP. HTTP/2 enables more secure and efficient  access to resources.
This topic describes the concept and benefits of HTTP/2. This topic also describes how to enable
HTTP/2.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An HTTPS cert if icate is configured. For more information, see Configure an SSL cert if icate.

Not eNot e

If you are configuring an HTTPS cert if icate for the first  t ime, you must wait  for the
cert if icate to take effect  before you enable HTTP/2.

If  you disable HTTPS cert if icates after your enable HTTP/2, HTTP/2 is automatically
disabled.

ContextContext
HTTP/2, originally named HTTP 2.0, is the latest  version of HTTP. It  is supported by all major browsers
such as Google Chrome, Internet Explorer 11, Safari, and Mozilla Firefox. HTTP/2 provides optimized
performance and is compatible with HTTP/1.1 semantics. HTTP/2 is similar to SPDY but differs greatly
from HTTP/1.1.

Benefits of HTTP/2:

Binary encoding: Unlike HTTP 1.x that parses data into texts, HTTP/2 splits the data to be
transmitted into messages and frames and encodes them into binary formats. Binary encoding makes
HTTP/2 more scalable. For example, frames can be introduced to transmit  data and instruct ions.

Content security: HTTP/2 is designed based on HTTPS, protect ing content security while maintaining
network performance.

Mult iplexing: HTTP/2 allows mult iplexing of mult iple concurrent streams on a single connection.
Specifically, you can init iate countless requests at  the same t ime over one connection by using a
browser, and the server returns the responses to these requests at  the same t ime. In addit ion, you
can set  stream dependencies, which the client  uses to inform the server of the importance of a given
stream relat ive to other streams on the same connection, so that resources can be allocated
appropriately.

Header compression: HTTP headers carry large volumes of information, which is transmitted

9.4. Enable HTTP/29.4. Enable HTTP/2
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repeatedly. HTTP/2 compresses HTTP headers into the HPACK format, allowing both ends of the
communications to each cache a copy of the HTTP header indexes and hence transmit  only index
numbers for duplicate HTTP headers. This increases transmission speed and efficiency.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. In the HT T P/2 Set t ingHT T P/2 Set t ing sect ion, turn on HT T P/2HT T P/2.

Online Cert if icate Status Protocol (OCSP) stapling allows Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) nodes to cache
the revocation status of SSL cert if icates and return the information to clients. Clients do not need to
query the revocation status of SSL cert if icates from cert if icate authorit ies (CAs). This reduces the t ime
that is required for the cert if icate validation process. This topic describes the OCSP stapling feature, the
prerequisites for enabling OCSP stapling, and how to enable OCSP stapling.

This topic consists of the following sect ions:

Overview

Prerequisites

Procedure

OverviewOverview
The OCSP information is provided by CAs. Clients can use OCSP to check the revocation status of SSL
cert if icates.

After OCSP stapling is enabled, the query process is performed by DCDN nodes. DCDN sends requests to
retrieve OCSP information at  a low frequency and caches the retrieved OCSP information on DCDN
nodes. The default  t ime-to-live (TTL) for cached OCSP information is 60 minutes. When a client  sends a
Transport  Layer Security (TLS) handshake request  to DCDN, DCDN returns the cert if icate and OCSP
information to the client. The client  can check the revocation status of the cert if icate without sending
queries to the CA. This improves the TLS handshake efficiency and reduces the validation t ime.

9.5. Configure OCSP stapling9.5. Configure OCSP stapling
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Not iceNot ice

By default , OCSP stapling is disabled.

The default  TTL of cached OCSP information is one hour. After the information expires,
OCSP stapling does not take effect  until the OCSP information is acquired again.

You can enable or disable OCSP stapling for accelerated domain names that have HTTPS
secure acceleration enabled. If  you delete the cert if icate sett ings, OCSP stapling is disabled.

The OCSP stapling process does not raise security risks because the OCSP information of
digital cert if icates cannot be forged.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Make sure that the following prerequisites are met before you configure OCSP stapling:

An SSL cert if icate is configured. For more information, see Configure an SSL cert if icate.

OCSP-specific extension fields are supported by clients. Otherwise, OCSP stapling cannot take effect.

A medium or high number of queries per second (QPS) is maintained by your workloads. Otherwise,
OCSP stapling cannot take effect.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, find the domain name that you want to manage and click Conf igureConf igure
in the Act ions column.

4. In the left-side navigation pane of the domain name, click HT T PS Set t ingsHT T PS Set t ings.

5. In the OCSP St aplingOCSP St apling sect ion, turn on OCSP St aplingOCSP St apling.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An HTTPS cert if icate is configured. For more information, see Configure an SSL certificate.

ScenariosScenarios
HTTP and HTTPS force redirect  features are suitable for the following scenarios:

For accelerated domain names that have SSL cert if icates configured, you can enable 301 redirect ion
to redirect  HTTP requests between clients and Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) nodes to HTTPS.
Compared with HTTP, HTTPS provides reinforced protect ion.

9.6. Configure force redirect9.6. Configure force redirect
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For security-insensit ive applications, you can enable 301 redirect ion to redirect  HTTPS requests
between clients and DCDN nodes to HTTP.

By default , the force redirect  feature uses the HTTP 301 status code. You can change the HTTP status
code to 308. To change the HTTP status code, submit  a t icket.

HTTP status code Description Processing method Use scenario

301 Moved Permanently

GET requests remain
unchanged. Requests
that use other request
methods may be
changed to GET.

Website refactoring.

308 Permanent Redirect

Both the request
method and message
body remain
unchanged.

Website refactoring.
This HTTP status code
is suitable for requests
that use request
methods other than
GET (with non-GET
links/operations).

Billing rulesBilling rules
If  you set  Force RedirectForce Redirect  to HT T PS t o HT T PHT T PS t o HT T P, you are charged for HTTPS requests before
redirect ion. HTTP requests that are redirected from HTTPS are free of charge.

If  you set  Force RedirectForce Redirect  to HT T P t o HT T PSHT T P t o HT T PS, you are charged for HTTPS requests that are
redirected from HTTP. HTTP requests before redirect ion are free of charge.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. In the Force RedirectForce Redirect  sect ion, click Modif yModif y.

6. In the Force RedirectForce Redirect  dialog box, select  a Redirect  T ypeRedirect  T ype.
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Redirect type Description

Def aultDef ault Both HTTP and HTTPS requests are supported.

HT T PS t o HT T PHT T PS t o HT T P Redirects client requests from HTTPS to HTTP.

HT T P t o HT T PSHT T P t o HT T PS Redirects client requests from HTTP to HTTPS for secure data transmission.

7. Click OKOK.

Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) supports Transport  Layer Security (TLS) version control.
You can enable TLS versions for your domain names based on your business requirements. Early versions
of TLS support  browsers of earlier versions, but provide relat ively low security. The latest  versions of
TLS provide enhanced security, but may not be compatible with browsers of earlier versions. This topic
describes the concepts, use scenarios, and configuration method of TLS version control.

TLS versionsTLS versions
TLS is designed to ensure the security and integrity of data transmitted between two applications. A
typical use case of TLS is HTTPS. HTTPS, also known as HTTP over TLS, is a secure version of HTTP.
HTTPS runs below the top application layer (HTTP) and above the transport  layer (TCP), and provides
data encryption and decryption services.

Version Description
Supported mainstream
browser

TLSv1.
0

TLS 1.0 was defined in RFC 2246 in 1999 as an update to SSL
3.0. TLS 1.0 is vulnerable to various attacks, such as BEAST and
POODLE attacks. TLS 1.0 is no longer recommended for network
protection due to the weak encryption performance. TLS 1.0 is
not compliant with Payment Card Industry Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS).

Internet Explorer 6 and
later

Google Chrome 1 and later

Firefox 2 and later

TLSv1.
1

TLS 1.1 was defined in RFC 4346 in 2006 as an update to TLS
1.0. TLS 1.1 fixed some vulnerabilit ies in TLS 1.0.

Internet Explorer 11 and
later

Google Chrome 22 and
later

Firefox 24 and later

Safari 7 and later

TLSv1.
2

TLS 1.2 was defined in RFC 5246 in 2008 and is a widely used
TLS version.

Internet Explorer 11 and
later

Google Chrome 30 and
later

Firefox 27 and later

Safari 7 and later

9.7. Configure TLS version control9.7. Configure TLS version control
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TLSv1.
3

TLS 1.3 was defined in RFC 8446 in 2018 as the latest TLS
version. TLS 1.3 supports the zero round trip t ime resumption
(0-RTT) mode and allows you to establish faster connections.
TLS 1.3 supports only key exchange algorithms of perfect
forward secrecy to enhance security.

Google Chrome 70 and
later

Firefox 63 and later

Version Description
Supported mainstream
browser

ProcedureProcedure
An SSL cert if icate is configured for the domain name. For more information, see Configure an SSL
certificate.

Not e Not e By default , TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1, and TLS 1.2 are enabled.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. In the T LS Version Cont rolT LS Version Cont rol sect ion, enable or disable specific TLS versions based on your business
requirements.

Recommended versionsRecommended versions

Scenario Recommended version

Require compatibility with browsers of earlier
versions and security is not a priority

TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1, and TLS 1.2

Security is a priority and incompatibility with some
browsers is acceptable

TLS 1.2

Early adopters TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1, TLS 1.2, and TLS 1.3

This topic describes how to configure HTTP Strict  Transport  Security (HSTS). After HSTS is configured,
clients such as browsers can establish only HTTPS connections to Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) nodes.
HSTS protects requests from hijacking.

9.8. Configure HSTS9.8. Configure HSTS
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An SSL cert if icate is configured for the domain name. For more information, see Configure an SSL
cert if icate.

ContextContext
HSTS is a policy mechanism that allows websites to accept only HTTPS connections. Websites can use
HSTS to demand that clients such as browsers must use HTTPS. All HTTP requests and untrusted SSL
cert if icates are rejected. HSTS prevents man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks during the first  visits from
clients.

If  HSTS is disabled and HTTPS is enabled on DCDN nodes, HTTP requests sent to the DCDN nodes are
redirected to HTTPS based on the HTTP 301 or 302 status code when redirect ion from HTTP to HTTPS
is enabled. The first  HTTP request  sent from a client  to a DCDN node may be hijacked or tampered with.
Hijacking and tampering raise security issues. If  HSTS is enabled, clients can access the origin server only
over HTTPS. This prevents requests from hijacking and tampering.

The HSTS response header is provided in the format of  Strict-Transport-Security:max-
age=expireTime [;includeSubDomains] [;preload] . The following table describes the parameters in
the header.

Parameter Description

max-age The time-to-live (TTL) of the HSTS header. Unit: seconds.

includeSubDomains
Optional. If this parameter is set, HSTS is enabled for the domain name
and all subdomains of the domain name.

preload
Optional. This parameter allows you to add the domain name to the HSTS
preloaded list  of the browser.

LimitsLimits
Before HSTS takes effect, you can Configure force redirect  to redirect  the first  HTTP request  from a
client  to HTTPS by using 301 redirect ion.

The HSTS response header applies to the responses to HTTPS requests but does not apply to the
responses to HTTP requests.

HSTS applies only to port  443.

HSTS applies only to domain names. It  does not apply to IP addresses.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. In the HST SHST S sect ion, turn on HST SHST S and specify the Expire InExpire In and Include SubdomainsInclude Subdomains
parameters.

Expire In: specifies the TTL for the HSTS response header to be cached on the browser. You can
specify a value between 0 and 730. We recommend that you set  the value to 60. Unit: days.
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Include Subdomains: Proceed with caution. Make sure that HTTPS is enabled for all subdomains
of the accelerated domain name. Otherwise, URLs to the subdomains become inaccessible after
the requests are redirected to HTTPS.

6. Click OKOK.

Alibaba Cloud provides the ShangMi (SM) for HTTPS feature to meet your security requirements. This
topic describes how to enable ShangMi for HTTPS.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
An SM cert if icate is purchased and deployed in the SSL Cert if icates Service console. For more
information, see Step .

Not e Not e You must purchase an SM cert if icate in the SSL Cert if icates Service console. You
cannot upload a custom SM cert if icate.

An SSL cert if icate is configured for your domain name. For more information, see Configure an SSL
cert if icate.

Background informationBackground information
ShangMi for HTTPS supports the SM2 algorithm and security protocols of the Chinese cryptographic
standards. The SM2 algorithm is a public key cryptographic algorithm based on ellipt ic curves. You can
use the Chinese cryptographic algorithm to establish an encrypted connection based on SSL and
verify server identit ies. The browser that you use must support  the Chinese cryptographic algorithm.

Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) provides more secure transmission over HTTPS based on
the SM2 and SM3 algorithms. The SM2 algorithm is a public key cryptographic algorithm based on
ellipt ic curves. The SM3 algorithm is a cryptographic hash algorithm.

Cipher suites that are supported include ECC-SM2-WITH-SM4-SM3 and ECDHE-SM2-WITH-SM4-SM3.
The cipher suites are used to verify whether the Chinese cryptographic algorithm is enabled.

You can use the Chinese cryptographic algorithm for HTTPS only in Linux. If  you use AliOS, you must
deploy BabaSSL.

ProcedureProcedure

9.9. Enable ShangMi for HTTPS9.9. Enable ShangMi for HTTPS
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1. 

2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Cont ent  DeliveryCont ent  Delivery > Domain NamesDomain Names.

3. 

4. Find the domain name for which you want to enable ShangMi for HTTPS, click HT T PS Set t ingsHT T PS Set t ings in
the Act ions column, and then click HTTPS Sett ings in the left-side navigation pane.

5. In the ShangMi f or HT T PSShangMi f or HT T PS sect ion, turn on ShangMi f or HT T PSShangMi f or HT T PS.

6. (Optional) If  the message No SSL cert if icat e is availableNo SSL cert if icat e is available appears, click Buy and Conf igureBuy and Conf igure
Cert if icat eCert if icat e.

i. Log on to the SSL Cert if icates Service console to purchase a cert if icate.

ii. Upload the cert if icate. For more information, see Upload a cert if icate.

7. If  a cert if icate is available, select  the cert if icate and click OKOK to enable ShangMi for HTTPS.

8. (Optional) If  you want to disable the ShangMi f or HT T PSShangMi f or HT T PS feature, turn off ShangMi f or HT T PSShangMi f or HT T PS
in the ShangMi f or HT T PSShangMi f or HT T PS sect ion.

Related API operationsRelated API operations

Operation Description

SetDcdnDomainSMCertificate
Enables or disables an SM certificate for a domain
name.

DescribeDcdnSMCertificateDetail Queries the details about an SM certificate.

DescribeDcdnSMCertificateList
Queries the SM certificates of an accelerated domain
name.

By default , SSL cert if icates can be used only for one-way authentication. These cert if icates are used by
a client  to verify the identity of a server. Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) supports the
authentication of client  cert if icates. You can add a custom cert if icate authority (CA) cert if icate to verify
the identity of the client  for the server. This way, the client  and the server can verify the identity of
each other and communication between the website and the user is secured. This topic describes how
to enable and configure the authentication on client  cert if icates feature.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
The SSL Cert if icate feature is enabled and configured. For more information, see Configure an SSL
cert if icate.

A client  CA cert if icat eclient  CA cert if icat e is issued.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Domain NamesDomain Names.

3. On the Domain NamesDomain Names page, find the domain name that you want to manage and click Conf igureConf igure

9.10. Enable authentication on client9.10. Enable authentication on client
certificatescertificates
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in the Act ions column.

4. In the left-side navigation pane of the domain name, click HT T PS Set t ingsHT T PS Set t ings.

5. Turn on Aut hent icat ion on Client  Cert if icat esAut hent icat ion on Client  Cert if icat es. In the Configure Authentication on Client
Cert if icates dialog box, enter a custom client  CA cert if icat eclient  CA cert if icat e in the Client  CA Cert if icate field.

Turn on Aut hent icat ion on Client  Cert if icat esAut hent icat ion on Client  Cert if icat es.

Enter a custom Client  CA Cert if icat eClient  CA Cert if icat e in the Client  CA Cert if icate field.

6. Click OKOK.
After you enable Aut hent icat ion on Client  Cert if icat esAut hent icat ion on Client  Cert if icat es, DCDN checks whether the cert if icate of
a client  is valid when the client  sends an HTTPS request. If  the cert if icate of the client  is valid, the
request  is allowed. Otherwise, the request  is rejected.
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You can use Referer-based hotlink protect ion, URL signing, IP blacklists and whitelists, and User-Agent
blacklists and whitelists to recognize and filter user requests. These features regulate access to Alibaba
Cloud DCDN and improve service security.

You can use the following features to implement access control.

Feature Description

Configure a referer
whitelist  or
blacklist  to enable
hotlink protection

Allows you to configure a Referer whitelist  or blacklist  to recognize and filter user
requests. This feature regulates access to Alibaba Cloud DCDN and protects your
websites from hotlinks.

Configure URL
authentication

Allows origin servers to authenticate requests based on signatures. URL signing
supports custom signature strings and timestamps, and protects origin servers from
unauthorized access. Compared with Referer-based hotlink protection, URL signing
provides enhanced protection and is suitable for protecting security-sensit ive files.

Configure an IP
address blacklist
or whitelist

Allows you to configure an IP whitelist  or blacklist  to recognize and filter user
requests. This feature regulates access to Alibaba Cloud DCDN and prevents security
issues such as IP theft and attacks.

Configure a User-
Agent blacklist  or
whitelist

A user agent identifies a client. You can configure a User-Agent blacklist  or whitelist  to
recognize and filter user requests. Only authorized clients have access to your
resources.

You can configure a Referer whitelist  or blacklist  to specify whether Referer headers with empty values
are allowed to access your resources. You can use the Referer header to control access to resources
and protect  websites from unauthorized access.

ContextContext

Not iceNot ice

By default , hotlink protect ion is disabled.

After you add a domain name to the referer whitelist  or blacklist , the wildcard domain name
that the domain name matches is automatically added to the whitelist  or blacklist . For
example, if  you add  example.com  to the whitelist  or blacklist , the domain name that takes
effect  is  *.example.com . Hotlink protect ion takes effect  on all domain names that match
*.example.com.

10.Access Control10.Access Control
10.1. Overview10.1. Overview

10.2. Configure a referer whitelist or10.2. Configure a referer whitelist or
blacklist to enable hotlink protectionblacklist to enable hotlink protection
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The Referer header is a component of the header sect ion in HTTP requests and carries information
about the source address, including the protocol, domain name, and query string. Referer is used to
identify the source of a request.

You can configure a referer whitelist  or blacklist  to identify the sources of requests that are sent to
Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for DCDN nodes, and determine whether to allow the requests to access
your resources. If  a request  is allowed, DCDN returns the URL of the requested resource. If  a request  is
not allowed, DCDN returns an HTTP 403 status code.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the Hot link Prot ect ionHot link Prot ect ion tab, turn on Hot link Prot ect ionHot link Prot ect ion.

6. Select  BlacklistBlacklist  or Whit elistWhit elist  based on your business requirements.
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Parameter Description

T ypeT ype

Blacklist

Requests from the domain names in the blacklist  cannot access the current
resource.

Whitelist

Only requests from the domain names in the whitelist  are allowed to access the
current resource.

Not e Not e Blacklists and whitelists are mutually exclusive. You can configure
only one of them.

RulesRules

You can add multiple domain names to the Referer whitelist  or blacklist.
Separate domain names with carriage return characters.

You can use an asterisk (*) to specify wildcard domain names. For example, if
you specify  .*developer.aliyundoc.com ,  image.developer.aliyundoc.
com  and  video.developer.aliyundoc.com  match the wildcard domain
name.
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Allow resourceAllow resource
URL accessURL access
f rom browsers.f rom browsers.

If you select this check box, requests that have empty referer values or do not
carry the referer field, such as requests sent from browsers, are allowed to access
the requested resource regardless of the referer whitelist  or blacklist.

Parameter Description

7. Click OKOK.

By default , content distributed by Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) is publicly available. Users can access
the content by using URLs. If  you want to prevent your resources from hotlinking and unauthorized
access, you can use referer whitelist  and blacklist , IP whitelist  and blacklist , and URL authentication to
regulate access control. URL authentication adds signature strings and t imestamps to URLs to enhance
access control. This topic describes how URL authentication works, how to enable or disable URL
authentication, and how to verify the URL authentication sett ings.

This topic consists of the following sect ions:

How URL authentication works

Configure and enable URL authentication

Check the URL authentication result

Disable URL authentication

How URL authentication worksHow URL authentication works
DCDN nodes work with origin servers to implement URL authentication to protect  resources on the origin
servers in a more secure and reliable manner. URL authentication involves the following objects:

Origin server: The origin server encrypts URLs based on the URL authentication rules, including
authentication algorithms and cryptographic keys. Then, the origin server returns the encrypted URLs
to clients.

Client: The client  init iates a request  and sends the encrypted URL to DCDN nodes for authentication.

DCDN nodes: The DCDN nodes verify the authentication information, including the signature and
timestamp, in the encrypted URL.

10.3. URL authentication10.3. URL authentication
10.3.1. Configure URL authentication10.3.1. Configure URL authentication
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1. You must configure URL authentication rules, including authentication algorithms and
cryptographic keys, on your origin server.

For example,  http://DomainName/timestamp/md5hash/FileName  is a URL encrypted by the origin
server.

2. When a client  attempts to access a URL, the origin server encrypts the URL based on the
authentication rules, and then returns the encrypted URL to the client, as shown in Step 2 and Step
3 in the preceding figure.

3. The client  uses the encrypted URL to request  resources from DCDN nodes, as shown in Step 4 in the
preceding figure.

4. The DCDN nodes check the authentication information, including the signature string and
timestamp, in the encrypted URL and determine whether the request  is valid, as shown in Step 5 in
the preceding figure.

If  t he request  f ails t he aut hent icat ion, DCDN nodes reject  t he request .If  t he request  f ails t he aut hent icat ion, DCDN nodes reject  t he request .

If  t he request  passes t he aut hent icat ion, DCDN nodes respond t o t he request .If  t he request  passes t he aut hent icat ion, DCDN nodes respond t o t he request .

Not eNot e

If the requested resource is not cached on DCDN nodes, the nodes remove the
authentication parameters from the URL and restore the URL to the original version
before the request  is redirected to the origin server. For example, the URL is restored
to  http://DomainName/FileName . Then, the original URL is used to generate a cache
key or init iate a back-to-origin request.

After a request  passes the authentication, the special characters such as equal signs
(  = ) and plus signs (  + ) in the URL are escaped.
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Configure and enable URL authenticationConfigure and enable URL authentication

Not iceNot ice

Before you enable URL authentication, make sure that you have configured URL
authentication rules, including authentication algorithms and cryptographic keys, on the
origin server.

The authentication logic on DCDN nodes must be the same as that on the origin server.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Click the URL Aut hent icat ionURL Aut hent icat ion tab.

6. Turn on URL Aut hent icat ion Set t ingURL Aut hent icat ion Set t ing.

7. In the URL Aut hent icat ionURL Aut hent icat ion dialog box, configure URL authentication parameters.

Parameter Description
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Aut hent icaAut hent ica
t ion T ypet ion T ype

Alibaba Cloud DCDN supports three URL authentication methods. You can select an
authentication method based on your business requirements to protect resources on
your origin server. Supported authentication methods are:

Type A signing

Authentication type B

Authentication type C

Not e Not e If a URL authentication error occurs, a 403 error is returned.

Invalid MD5 values

Example:  X-Tengine-Error:denied by req auth: invalid md5hash=d
e7bfdc915ced05e17380a149bd760be 

Invalid t imestamps

Example:  X-Tengine-Error:denied by req auth: expired timestamp
=1439469547 

PrimaryPrimary
KeyKey

Specify the primary key for the selected authentication method.

SecondarySecondary
KeyKey

Specify the secondary key for the selected authentication method.

Validit yValidit y
PeriodPeriod

Specify a validity period for encrypted URLs. Users can access DCDN nodes before the
encrypted URLs expire. The expiration time of an encrypted URL is determined by the
timestamp value and the specified validity period.

Unit: seconds.

Valid values: 1 to 31536000.

Default value: 1800, which equals 30 minutes.

For example, the t imestamp of an encrypted URL is 2020-08-15 15:00:00 (UTC+8),
and the value of validity period is 1800. In this case, the encrypted URL remains valid
until 15:30:00 on August 15, 2020 (UTC+8).

Parameter Description

8. Click OKOK.

Check the URL authentication resultCheck the URL authentication result
To ensure that the authentication logic is correctly implemented, we recommend that you run a test  in
the DCDN console to verify whether the encrypted URLs are correct.

1. In the Generat e Signed URLGenerat e Signed URL sect ion, configure Original URLOriginal URL and other parameters.
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Parameter Description

OriginalOriginal
URLURL

Enter a complete URL, for example,  https://www.aliyun.com .

T ypeT ype
Select the URL authentication method that you specified in Configure and enable URL
authentication.

Crypt ograCrypt ogra
phic Keyphic Key

Configure Primary KeyPrimary Key or Secondary KeySecondary Key based on the key that you specified in
Configure and enable URL authentication.

Validit yValidit y
PeriodPeriod

Enter the validity period of the encrypted URL that you specified in Configure and enable
URL authentication.

2. Click Generat eGenerat e to obtain the Aut hent icat ion URLAut hent icat ion URL and T imest ampT imest amp.

Disable URL authenticationDisable URL authentication

Not ice Not ice If  URL authentication is disabled on DCDN nodes, but user requests st ill carry
authentication parameters, DCDN nodes fail to remove the authentication parameters. In this case,
the requests cannot hit  cache on DCDN nodes and are redirected to the origin server. This increases
network traffic on the origin server and data transfer fees. If  you want to disable URL
authentication, make sure that URL authentication is disabled on both the origin server and DCDN
nodes.
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1. Log on to the DCDN console, navigate to the URL Authentication Sett ing sect ion, and then turn off
Modif yModif y.

2. On the origin server, delete the URL authentication sett ings.

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) provides the URL signing feature to protect  origin servers from
unauthorized access and downloads. The URL signing feature supports three signing types. This topic
describes how type A signing works.

How it  worksHow it  works
URLs are signed in the following format:

http://DomainName/Filename?auth_key=timestamp-rand-uid-md5hash

The following table describes the fields in a signed URL.

Field Description

DomainName The accelerated domain name.

Filename
The actual URL that points to the requested resource on the origin server. The
Filename field must start with a forward slash (/).

auth_key The cryptographic key that you have set.

t imestamp

The time when a URL expires. The value is a 10-digit  posit ive integer. It  specifies the
number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 (UTC+8) on January 1, 1970 and
the time-to-live (TTL) value of the cryptographic key. The TTL value of the
cryptographic key is set on user clients. If the TTL value is set to 1,800 seconds by a
user when they init iate a request, the URL of the request expires 1,800 seconds after
the client connects to the CDN node.

For example, if the connection between the client and origin server is established at
15:00:00 (UTC+8) on August 15, 2020 (2020-08-15 15:00:00), the URL of the request
expires at 15:30:00 (UTC+8) on August 15 (2020-08-15 15:30:00).

rand
A random number. The number must not contain hyphens (-). Example:
477b3bbc253f467b8def6711128c7bec. We recommend that you use a universally
unique identifier (UUID).

10.3.2. Type A signing10.3.2. Type A signing
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uid The user ID. Set this field to 0.

md5hash
The string that is calculated by using the MD5 algorithm. It  must be 32 characters in
length, and can contain digits and lowercase letters.

Field Description

When a DCDN node receives a request, it  determines whether the  timestamp  in the request  is earlier
than the current t ime.

If  the t imestamp is earlier than the current t ime, the DCDN node determines that the URL expires and
returns a 403 error.

If  the t imestamp is later than the current t ime, the DCDN node generates a string in the same format
as the  sstring  string. It  then uses the MD5 algorithm to calculate the  HashValue , and compares
it  with the  md5hash  value in the request.

If  they are the same, the request  passes the authentication. The DCDN node returns the requested
resource.

If  they are different, the authentication fails. The CDN node returns a 403 error.

The  HashValue  is calculated based on the following string:

sstring = "URI-Timestamp-rand-uid-PrivateKey". The URI specifies the address that points 
to the requested resource. It does not contain parameters such as /Filename.
HashValue = md5sum(sstring)

ExampleExample
The following example shows how to implement type A signing.

1. A user wants to retrieve a resource by using  req_auth .

http:// cdn.example.com/video/standard/1K.html

2. The cryptographic key is aliyuncdnexp1234.

3. The expirat ion t ime of the authentication configuration file is 00:00:00 (UTC+8) on October 10,
2015 (2015-10-10 00:00:00). Therefore, the validity period is 1,444,406,400 seconds.

4. The DCDN node generates a signature string to calculate the  HashValue .

/video/standard/1K.html-1444435200-0-0-aliyuncdnexp1234

5. The DCDN node calculates  Hashvalue  based on the signature string.

HashValue = md5sum("/video/standard/1K.html-1444435200-0-0-aliyuncdnexp1234") = 80cd386
2d699b7118eed99103f2a3a4f

6. Sign the request  URL.

http://cdn.example.com/video/standard/1K.html?auth_key=1444435200-0-0-80cd3862d699b7118
eed99103f2a3a4f

If  the  HashValue  calculated by the CDN node is the same as the  md5hash  value contained in the
request  (both are 80cd3862d699b7118eed99103f2a3a4f in this example), the request  passes the
authentication. Otherwise, the request  fails the authentication.
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The URL authentication feature protects resources on origin servers from unauthorized access and
downloads. Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) provides you with three authentication types. This topic
describes how authentication type B works and provides an example.

How it  worksHow it  works
A request  URL is encrypted in the following format:

http://DomainName/timestamp/md5hash/FileName

If  the request  passes authentication, the actual URL used to access the origin server is in the following
format:

http://DomainName/FileName

The following table describes the fields in an encrypted URL.

Field Description

DomainName The domain name of the DCDN node.

timestamp

The time when the URL expires. The time is included in the URL and is used to calculate
the  md5hash  value. The time follows the YYYYMMDDHHMM format. The time-to-
live (TTL) value of a URL is 1,800 seconds.

For example, if you set the access t ime to 15:00:00 (UTC+8) on August 15, 2020
(2020-08-15 15:00:00), the request URL expires at 15:30:00 (UTC+8) on August 15,
2020 (2020-08-15 15:30:00).

md5hash
The string that is calculated by using the MD5 algorithm. The string is 32 characters in
length, and can contain digits and lowercase letters.

FileName
The actual URL that points to the requested resource on the origin server. The
Filename field must start with a forward slash (/).

ExampleExample
The following example shows how to implement type-B authentication.

1. Retrieve the following object  from the origin server.

http://cdn.example.com/4/44/44c0909bcfc20a01afaf256ca99a8b8b.mp3

2. Set  the key to aliyuncdnexp1234.

3. Set  the t ime when the origin server is accessed to 201508150800.

4. The DCDN node creates a signature string to calculate  Hashvalue .

aliyuncdnexp1234201508150800/4/44/44c0909bcfc20a01afaf256ca99a8b8b.mp3

5. The DCDN node calculates the  md5hash  value based on the signature string  Hashvalue .

10.3.3. Authentication type B10.3.3. Authentication type B
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md5hash = md5sum("aliyuncdnexp1234201508150800/4/44/44c0909bcfc20a01afaf256ca99a8b8b.mp
3") = 9044548ef1527deadafa49a890a377f0

6. Encrypt the request  URL.

http://cdn.example.com/201508150800/9044548ef1527deadafa49a890a377f0/4/44/44c0909bcfc20
a01afaf256ca99a8b8b.mp3

If  the value of  md5hash  calculated by the DCDN node is the same as the value of  md5hash 
contained in the request  (both are 9044548ef1527deadafa49a890a377f0), then URL authentication
succeeds. Otherwise, URL authentication fails.

The URL authentication feature protects resources on origin servers from unauthorized access and
downloads. Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) provides you with three authentication types. This topic
describes how authentication type C works and provides an example.

How it  worksHow it  works
A URL is encrypted in one of the following formats:

Format 1

http://DomainName/{<md5hash>/<timestamp>}/FileName

Format 2

http://DomainName/FileName{&KEY1=<md5hash>&KEY2=<timestamp>}

Not e Not e The content enclosed by braces (  {} ) indicates the encrypted information that is
added based on the standard URL format.

The following table describes the fields in an encrypted URL.

Field Description

DomainNam
e

The domain name of the DCDN node.

FileName
The actual URL that points to the requested resource on the origin server. The Filename
field must start with a forward slash (/).

t imestamp

The time when the origin server is accessed. The time must be in UNIX time. The value of
the field is an unencrypted plaintext string. It  is 10 digits in length. The value indicates the
number of seconds that have elapsed since January 1, 1970. The number is a hexadecimal
value.

md5hash
The string that is calculated by using the MD5 algorithm. The string 32 characters in length.
It  can contain digits and lowercase letters.

ExampleExample
The following example shows how to implement type-C authentication.

10.3.4. Authentication type C10.3.4. Authentication type C
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Set the value of the PrivateKey field to  aliyuncdnexp1234 .

Set  the value of the FileName field to  /lesson-01.mp4 .

Set  the value of the t imestamp field to  55CE8100 .

Calculate the value of md5hash.

md5hash = md5sum(aliyuncdnexp1234/lesson-01.mp455CE8100) = a37fa50a5fb8f71214b1e7c95ec7**
**

The following encrypted URLs may be generated:

Format 1:

http://example.aliyundoc.com/a37fa50a5fb8f71214b1e7c95ec7****/55CE8100/lesson-01.mp4

Format 2:

http://example.aliyundoc.com/lesson-01.mp4?KEY1=a37fa50a5fb8f71214b1e7c95ec7****&KEY2=5
5CE8100

When a client  uses the encrypted URL to access a DCDN node, the DCDN node extracts encrypted string
1 and obtains  FileName  and access t ime from the original URL. The DCDN node performs the
following steps to validate the request  based on the defined business logic:

1. The CDN node uses the  Filename , access t ime, and  PrivateKey  of the original URL to perform
MD5 encryption. Encrypted string 2 is generated.

2. The DCDN node compares string 1 and string 2. If  the two strings are different, the request  is
rejected.

3. The DCDN node checks whether the difference between its current t ime and the t ime in the original
URL exceeds the t ime-to-live (TTL) value. By default , the value of TTL is 1,800 seconds.

If  the t ime difference is smaller than the TTL value, the DCDN node returns a successful response.

If  the t ime difference is greater than the TTL value, the DCDN node rejects the request  and
returns a 403 error.

Not e Not e Assume that the TTL of 1,800 seconds is used for a request. If  the difference
between the t ime you access the origin server and the preset  access t ime in the URL is greater
than 1,800 seconds, the request  fails authentication. For example, if  you set  the access t ime to
15:00:00 (UTC+8) on August 15, 2020 (2020-08-15 15:00:00), the URL expires at  15:30:00
(UTC+8) on August 15, 2020 (2020-08-15 15:30:00).

An IP blacklist  or whitelist  f ilters user requests and blocks or allows requests from specified IP addresses.
IP lists can protect  origin servers from IP theft  and attacks. This topic describes how to configure an IP
blacklist  or whitelist .

Usage notesUsage notes
By default , the IP list  feature is disabled. The IP blacklist  and whitelist  are mutually exclusive. You can
configure only one of them.

10.4. Configure an IP address blacklist10.4. Configure an IP address blacklist
or whitelistor whitelist
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If  an IP address is added to the blacklist , requests from the IP address can st ill be sent to DCDN edge
nodes. However, the DCDN edge nodes will reject  the request  and return a 403 error. Requests sent
from IP addresses that are on the blacklist  are recorded in the DCDN logs.

The IP blacklist  and whitelist  identify IP addresses based on Layer 7 HTTP IP recognit ion techniques.
Network traffic may be generated when DCDN edge nodes blocks requests. If  clients access DCDN
edge nodes over HTTPS, HTTPS request  fees are incurred due to resources consumed for processing
requests on DCDN edge nodes.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. On the right side of the page that appears, click the IP Blacklist /Whit elistIP Blacklist /Whit elist  tab.

6. Turn on IP Blacklist /Whit elistIP Blacklist /Whit elist , and configure an IP address BlacklistBlacklist  or Whit elistWhit elist  as prompted.

Parameter Description

T ypeT ype

The following types of IP list  are supported:

BlacklistBlacklist

Requests from IP addresses on the blacklist  are blocked.

Whit elistWhit elist

Only requests from IP addresses on the whitelist  are allowed to access resources on
DCDN edge nodes.
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RulesRules

Enter CIDR blocks such as 192.0.2.1/24 or IP addresses such as 192.168.0.1. Make sure
that the CIDR blocks are not duplicate. Both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are supported. You
can add a maximum of 100 IP addresses to the whitelist  or blacklist. Separate IP
addresses with carriage return characters.

IPv6: Both the blacklist  and whitelist  support IPv6 addresses. The letters in IPv6
addresses must be in uppercase, for example, 2001:DB8:0:23:8:800:200C:**** or
2001:0DB8:0000:0023:0008:0800:200C:****. The notation of an IPv6 address must not
be shortened. For example, 2001:0DB8::0008:0800:200C:**** is invalid.

Parameter Description

7. Click OKOK.

Configuration examplesConfiguration examples
Whit elistWhit elist

CIDR clock: 192.0.2.1/24

Expected result: only IP addresses that range from 192.0.2.1 to 192.0.2.254 (192.0.2.1 and
192.0.2.254 included) can access the resources of the accelerated domain name.

BlacklistBlacklist

IP address: 192.168.0.1

Expected result: The IP address 192.168.0.1 is not allowed to access the resources of the accelerated
domain name.

You can configure a User-Agent blacklist  or whitelist  to authenticate and filter visitors. This can restrict
access to Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) resources and improve DCDN security. This topic describes how
to configure a User-Agent blacklist  or whitelist .

ContextContext
If  you need to implement access control based on the User-Agent field, you must configure a User-
Agent blacklist  or whitelist  to filter requests.

User-Agent blacklist: The User-Agent fields in the blacklist  cannot be used to access resources.

If  your User-Agent field is added to the blacklist , a request  with the User-Agent field can be sent to a
DCDN node. However, the DCDN node rejects the request  and returns a 403 error. The requests that
contain the User-Agent fields in the blacklist  are recorded in DCDN logs.

User-Agent whitelist: Only User-Agent fields in the whitelist  can be used to access resources.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

10.5. Configure a User-Agent blacklist10.5. Configure a User-Agent blacklist
or whitelistor whitelist
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4. 

5. On the right side of the page that appears, click the User-Agent  Black/Whit e ListUser-Agent  Black/Whit e List  tab.

6. Turn on User-Agent  Black/Whit e ListUser-Agent  Black/Whit e List , and configure a User-Agent BlacklistBlacklist  or Whit elistWhit elist  as
prompted.

Parameter Description

T ypeT ype

The following two types are supported:

BlacklistBlacklist

The User-Agent fields in the blacklist  cannot be used to access the current resources.

Whit elistWhit elist

Only User-Agent fields in the whitelist  can be used to access the current resources.

Blacklists and whitelists are mutually exclusive. The most recent configuration takes
effect.

RulesRules
When you configure the User-Agent fields, separate values with vertical bars (|). The
User-Agent fields can contain wildcards (*), such as  *curl*|*IE*|*chrome*|*firefo
x* 

7. Click OKOK.
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Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) provides mult iple optimization features. These features help to reduce
the size of the content that you want to access, accelerate content delivery, and improve the
readability of the requested web pages.

DCDN supports the following optimization features.

Feature Description

Configure HTML
optimization

Enables DCDN to automatically remove redundant comments and duplicate spaces
from all HTML pages. This helps to reduce file size and improve page readability.

Configure
intelligent
compression

Enables DCDN to compress static files by using Gzip. This helps to reduce the size of
the transmitted files and accelerate content delivery.

Configure video
seeking

Allows you to seek a specified posit ion when you play video and audio content
without compromising the playback quality.

Ignore parameters
Enables DCDN to ignore the parameters following a question mark (  ? ) in the URL
of a received request when it  retrieves and caches the requested resource from the
origin server.

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) supports the HTML optimization feature. This feature enables DCDN to
automatically remove redundant content from web pages, such as comments and addit ional
whitespace characters in HTML pages and CSS or JavaScript  code. This reduces file sizes, accelerates
content delivery, and improves website readability.

LimitsLimits
If  MD5 validation is configured for a file on the origin server, do not enable the HTML optimization
feature.

The HTML optimization feature changes the MD5 value of a file. After the file is optimized, the MD5
value of the file is no longer the same as the original f ile stored on the origin server.

If  the origin server has Gzip or Brotli compression enabled, HTML optimization does not take effect.
DCDN directly returns compressed files to clients.

If  both HTML optimization and Intelligent or Brotli compression are enabled, HTML optimization does
not take effect. DCDN only compresses files.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

11.Performance Optimization11.Performance Optimization
11.1. Overview11.1. Overview

11.2. Configure HTML optimization11.2. Configure HTML optimization
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5. In the HT ML Beaut if ierHT ML Beaut if ier sect ion, you can turn on HT ML Opt imizat ionHT ML Opt imizat ion, CSS Opt imizat ionCSS Opt imizat ion, or
JavaScript  Opt imizat ionJavaScript  Opt imizat ion.

Not eNot e

Related API operationsRelated API operations
BatchSetDcdnDomainConfigs

After you enable the intelligent compression feature, Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN)
nodes compress resources before the resources are returned to clients. This reduces file sizes,
accelerates file distribution, and reduces bandwidth consumption.

ContextContext
Both Gzip compression and Brotli compression are supported. Intelligent compression uses Gzip to
compress files. For more information about Brotli compression, see Configure Brotli compression.

Intelligent compression compresses files that are larger than 1 KB. Files smaller than 1 KB are not
compressed.

Intelligent compression supports the following formats: text/xml, text/plain, text/css,
application/javascript, application/x-javascript, application/rss+xml, text/javascript, image/tiff,
image/svg+xml, application/json, and application/xml.

If  a request  carries the  Accept-Encoding: gzip  request  header, the client  expects the requested
resources to be Gzip-compressed.

If  a response from the origin server carries the  Content-Encoding: gzip  response header, the
resources returned to the client  are Gzip-compressed.

Usage notesUsage notes
Intelligent compression (Gzip compression) is compatible with all browsers. Brotli compression is not
compatible with outdated browsers. You can query whether a browser supports Brotli compression
as needed.

When DCDN compresses stat ic f iles, the MD5 values of the files are changed. If  the origin server has
MD5 verificat ion enabled, disable intelligent compression and Brotli compression.

If  compression is enabled on the origin server and the response carries  content_encoding ,
compression on DCDN nodes does not take effect.

If  both Brotli compression and intelligent compression are enabled, and the  Accept-Encoding 
request  header carries both  br  and  gzip , only Brotli compression takes effect.

If  HTML optimization and file or Brotli compression are enabled, HTML optimization does not take
effect. DCDN only compresses files.

11.3. Configure intelligent11.3. Configure intelligent
compressioncompression
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Common types of image files such as PNG, JPG, and JPEG and video files such as MP4, AVI, and WMV
have already been compressed. Intelligent compression and Brotli compression do not take effect  for
these files. We recommend that you disable intelligent compression and Brotli compression. If  you
want to further reduce image file sizes, you can use the image edit ing feature. If  you want to further
reduce the sizes of video files, you can use the video transcoding feature.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. In the Int elligent  CompressionInt elligent  Compression sect ion, turn on Int elligent  CompressionInt elligent  Compression.

After intelligent compression is enabled, you can compare the file types before and after
intelligent compression is enabled. If  the file extension is .gzip, the file is compressed.

Related API operationsRelated API operations
BatchSetDcdnDomainConfigs

To compress stat ic text  f iles, you can enable the Brotli compression feature to reduce the size of the
transmitted content and accelerate delivery. This topic describes how to enable the Brotli compression
feature.

ContextContext
Brotli is a new open source compression algorithm. After you enable Brotli compression, Dynamic
Content for CDN (DCDN) nodes compress text  f iles such as HTML, JS, and CSS files when DCDN returns
the requested resources. Brotli compression is 15% to 25% more efficient  than gzip compression.

If  a request  contains the  Accept-Encoding: br  header, this indicates that the requested resources
are required to be compressed by using Brotli.

If  a response from DCDN includes the  Content-Encoding: br  header, this indicates that Brotli is
used to compress the requested resources.

Not iceNot ice

If both Brotli compression and gzip compression are enabled, and the  Accept-Encoding 
request  header contains  br  and  gzip , Brotli compression prevails over gzip
compression.

If  compression is enabled on an origin server and the response contains the  Content-Encodi
ng  header, Brotli compression is not supported.

ProcedureProcedure

11.4. Configure Brotli compression11.4. Configure Brotli compression
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. On the details page of the specified domain name, click Opt imizat ionOpt imizat ion in the left-side navigation
pane.

5. In the Brot li CompressionBrot li Compression sect ion, turn on Brot li CompressionBrot li Compression.

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) allows you to use image edit ing to edit  and distribute images on edge
nodes. This relieves pressure on origin servers, reduces the number of requests that are redirected to
origin servers, and reduces the amount of network traffic generated during the back-to-origin process.
You can use image edit ing to perform operations such as adding watermarks to images, resizing images,
and cropping images based on your business requirements. The image edit ing feature of Alibaba Cloud
CDN, DCDN, and Object  Storage Service (OSS) are independent of each other and cannot be used
together.

Not eNot e

Before you use image edit ing, you must to act ivate this feature.

Image edit ing is a paid service. It  is currently free of charge until further notice.

ScenariosScenarios
You must add a domain name to DCDN before you can enable image edit ing. The image edit ing feature
allows you to edit  and cache images on DCDN nodes. This reduces the loads on origin servers.

BenefitsBenefits

Reduced loads on origin serversReduced loads on origin servers

If images are edited and stored on origin servers, the images consume a lot  of storage and compute
resources on the origin servers. These increase the maintenance costs of your origin servers. The
image edit ing feature allows you to edit  and cache images on DCDN nodes. This reduces the loads on
origin servers.

Configure image editingConfigure image editing
Usage not esUsage not es

DCDN allows you to edit  images on edge nodes. You can set  parameters to specify how you want to
edit  images. You must pass one or more act ions such as  crop  or  rotate  to the  image_process 
object  to specify how you want to edit  images. Separate mult iple act ions with forward slashes (/).
DCDN edits images in order of act ions. For example,  image_process=resize,w_200/rotate,90 
specifies that the image is resized to a width of 200 pixels first , and rotates 90°.

11.5. Configure image editing11.5. Configure image editing
11.5.1. Image editing and its benefits11.5.1. Image editing and its benefits
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Add paramet ers t o t he URL of  an imageAdd paramet ers t o t he URL of  an image

You can add image edit ing parameters to the end of the URL of an image.

Format:  http://example.com/example.jpg?image_process=action,param_value 

 example.com : the domain name accelerated by DCDN.

 example.jpg : the name of the image.

 image_process : the object  to which you can pass image edit ing parameters.

 action,param_value : the act ion, parameter, and value that specify how the image is to be
edited. For more information, see Act ions.

Example:  http://example.com/example.jpg?image_process=resize,w_200/rotate,90 

ActionsActions
You can specify one or more act ions to perform on an image. The following table describes the act ions
that you can perform on images cached on DCDN nodes.

Feature Action Description

Convert image
formats

format Converts images to different formats.

Change image
quality

quality Adjusts the quality of images.

Crop images crop Crops images.

Resize images resize Resizes images.

Rotate images

auto-orient:
automatically rotates
an image.

rotate: manually
rotates an image.

auto-orient rotates images based on the orientation
property. rotate rotates images clockwise based on the
angle that you specify.

Change the color
of an image

bright: specifies the
brightness of images.

contrast: specifies the
contrast of images.

sharpen: specifies the
sharpness of images.

Adjusts the brightness, contrast, and sharpness of
images.

Manage image
watermarks

watermark Adds picture or text watermarks to images.

Query image
information

info
Queries image information, including the width, height,
format, and quality.

11.5.2. Convert image formats11.5.2. Convert image formats
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Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) can automatically convert  image formats to WebP or covert  images to a
specified format. You can convert  images that are stored on DCDN nodes to a specified format. This
topic describes how to convert  image formats and provides examples.

Not eNot e

Before you use image edit ing, you must to act ivate this feature.

Image edit ing is a paid service. It  is currently free of charge until further notice.

Automatically convert images to WebPAutomatically convert images to WebP
DCDN determines whether to convert  images to the WebP format based on the Accept header in a
request. If   image/webp  is included in the Accept header, DCDN automatically converts images to the
WebP format.

You can adjust  the quality of an image by compressing the image, changing the absolute quality value,
or changing the quality coefficient. Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) allows you to compress images
stored on DCDN nodes without changing the image format.

Not eNot e

Before you use image edit ing, you must to act ivate this feature.

Image edit ing is a paid service. It  is currently free of charge until further notice.

Compress imagesCompress images
You can compress an image without resizing the image or changing the image format. Image
compression compromises image quality but helps reduce data transfer costs.

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) allows you to crop images based on a specified size. This topic describes
how to crop images and provides examples.

Not eNot e

Before you use image edit ing, you must to act ivate this feature.

Image edit ing is a paid service. It  is currently free of charge until further notice.

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) allows you to resize images. This topic describes how to resize images
and provides examples.

11.5.3. Change image quality11.5.3. Change image quality

11.5.4. Crop images11.5.4. Crop images

11.5.5. Resize images11.5.5. Resize images
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Not eNot e

Before you use image edit ing, you must to act ivate this feature.

Image edit ing is a paid service. It  is currently free of charge until further notice.

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) supports automatic and manual image rotat ion. You can set  DCDN to
automatically rotate images to a proper orientation or rotate images to a specified orientation. This
topic describes how to rotate images and provides examples.

Not eNot e

Before you use image edit ing, you must to act ivate this feature.

Image edit ing is a paid service. It  is currently free of charge until further notice.

Automatic rotationAutomatic rotation
Images taken by some cameras carry the orientation property. Automatic rotat ion is applicable to only
images that carry the orientation property. After you enable the automatic rotat ion feature, DCDN
automatically rotates these images to a proper orientation.

Not eNot e

Set the act ion to  auto-orient .

Examples

image_process=auto-orient

The color of an image includes the brightness, contrast, and sharpness. Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN)
allows you to change the brightness, contrast, and sharpness of images stored on DCDN nodes. This
topic describes how to change the color of images and provides examples.

Not eNot e

Before you use image edit ing, you must to act ivate this feature.

Image edit ing is a paid service. It  is currently free of charge until further notice.

Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) supports picture watermarks and text  watermarks. You can add picture
watermarks and text  watermarks to images. This topic describes how to add watermarks to images and
provides examples.

11.5.6. Rotate images11.5.6. Rotate images

11.5.7. Change the color of an image11.5.7. Change the color of an image

11.5.8. Manage image watermarks11.5.8. Manage image watermarks
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Not eNot e

Before you use image edit ing, you must to act ivate this feature.

Image edit ing is a paid service. It  is currently free of charge until further notice.

Picture watermarksPicture watermarks

Feature Description Parameter Valid value

Watermark
URL

You can specify watermark URLs
that are accessible from the
Internet. If authentication or
permissions are required to access
the specified URL, DCDN may fail to
retrieve the watermark.

Watermark URLs must be encoded
in Base64. For more information, see
Watermark encoding.

image A Base64-encoded string.

Text watermarksText watermarks

Feature Description Parameter Valid value

Text
content

Specifies the content of a text
watermark. The text content must
be encoded in Base64. For more
information, see Watermark
encoding.

text
A Base64-encoded string that
contains at most 60 characters in
length.

Text font

Specifies the font of a text
watermark. The font name must be
encoded in Base64. For more
information, see Watermark
encoding.

type

Up to 10 fonts are supported. For
more information, see Text fonts.

Not e Not e If you use a font
that is not included in the 10
fonts, the font is recognized as
the default font alihyaihei.

Text color
Specifies the color of a text
watermark.

color

RGB color codes. For example,
000000 represents black and FFFFFF
represents white.

Default value: 000000.

Text
rotation

Specifies the angle to which the
text is rotated clockwise.

rotate
Supported angles are 90°, 180°, and
270°.
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Text t iling
Specifies whether to t ile an image
with text watermarks.

fill

Valid values: 0 and 1. Default value:
0.

0: does not t ile an image with
text watermarks.

1: t iles an image with text
watermarks.

Feature Description Parameter Valid value

The following table describes the text  fonts that are supported by text  watermarks.

Text  fonts

Text font Description Code

alihyaihei
A bold font. This is the default
font.

YWxpaHlhaWhlaQ

hysong A Songti font variant. aHlzb25n

hyhei A Heiti font variant. aHloZWk

hyshuangxian A double line font. aHlzaHVhbmd4aWFu

fzltzhk A Heiti font variant. ZnpsdHpoaw

fzshengsks A regular script font. ZnpzaGVuZ3Nrcw

fzqusongjian A Songti font variant. ZnpxdXNvbmdqaWFu

zzgfxingyan An artistic font. enpnZnhpbmd5YW4

comfortaa Comfortaa Y29tZm9ydGFh

notosans NotoSans bm90b3NhbnM

Watermark posit ionsWatermark posit ions

Watermark encodingWatermark encoding

This topic describes how to query image information and provides examples.

ParametersParameters
Set the act ion to  info .

The image information is returned in JSON format. The information includes the height, width, format,
quality, and orientation of the specified image.

11.5.9. Query image information11.5.9. Query image information
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{
  "Length":1055089,
  "Width":1920,
  "Height":1080,
  "Quality":100,
  "Format":"JPEG",
  "Orientation":"UNDEFINED"}

ExamplesExamples

example.com/image01.png?image_process=info

The parameter filtering feature enables Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) to delete the query string in the
URL of a request  after DCDN receives the request. A query string contains parameters that follow the
question mark  (?)  in a request  URL.This feature increases the cache hit  rat io and reduces the number
of t imes that Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) retrieves resources from the origin. Therefore, this feature
reduces data transfer costs and improves the efficiency of content delivery. This topic describes how
to configure the parameter filtering feature.

ContextContext
Enable the parameter filtering feature

A request  URL may carry a query string that follows a question mark  (?) ,for example,  http://ali
baba.com/content?a . If  the query string is not essential for retrieving the requested content, we
recommend that you enable the parameter filtering feature. After you enable this feature, DCDN
automatically deletes the query string that follows the question mark  (?) in request  URLs. This
increases the cache hit  rat io.

For example, the first  t ime you retrieve  http://www.****.com/image , the resource is fetched from
the origin server instead of a DCDN node. Next  t ime you retrieve  http://www.****.com/image?test1
 , DCDN deletes the query string that follows the question mark  (?) because the parameter
filtering feature is enabled. The request  directly hits the cached resource  http://www.****.com/imag
e .

Disable the parameter filtering feature

A request  URL may carry a query string that follows a question mark  (?) . If  the query string
specifies important content, we recommend that you disable the parameter filtering feature. After
the parameter filtering feature is disabled, the query string that follows the question mark  (?)  in
a request  URL must exactly match that of the cached version. Exact  matches increase the accuracy of
content retrieval.

11.6. Configure the parameter11.6. Configure the parameter
filtering featurefiltering feature
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For example, the first  t ime you retrieve  http://www.****.com/image , the resource is fetched from
the origin server instead of a DCDN node. Next  t ime you retrieve  http://www.****.com/image?test1
 , the query string that follows the question mark  (?)  in the URL must exactly match that of the
cached resource.Otherwise, DCDN does not return the cached version  http://www.****.com/image .
Instead, DCDN retrieves the requested resource  http://www.****.com/image?test1  from the origin
server.

Not e Not e The URL authentication feature has a higher priority over the parameter filtering
feature. The authentication information in type A contains the parameters of an HTTP request.
Therefore, a DCDN node must verify the signed URL of the request  before the DCDN node caches a
version of the requested resource. For more information about how to configure URL
authentication, see Configure URL authentication.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. In the Modif yModif y sect ion, Click Paramet er Filt eringParamet er Filt ering. The following figure shows how to configure
parameter filtering.
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Not e Not e If  you change the filtering mode, the current configuration is cleared.

You can select  Ret ain Specif ied Paramet ersRet ain Specif ied Paramet ers or Delet e Specif ied Paramet ersDelet e Specif ied Paramet ers for Filt er ModeFilt er Mode.
The following table describes the parameters.

Filtering
mode

Parameter Description

Paramet erParamet er
Filt eringFilt ering

YesYes : DCDN deletes the query string that follows the question mark 
 (?)  in request URLs. This increases the cache hit  ratio.

Not e Not e If you enable Paramet er Filt eringParamet er Filt ering and do not
specify parameters in Ret ain Specif ied Paramet ersRet ain Specif ied Paramet ers , all
parameters that follow the question mark  (?) are deleted.

NoNo : The query string that follows the question mark  (?)  in a
request URL must exactly match that of a cached version. Exact
matches increase the accuracy of content retrieval.
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Ret ainRet ain
Specif iedSpecif ied
Paramet erParamet er
ss

Ret ainRet ain
Specif iedSpecif ied
Paramet erParamet er
ss

Specify the parameters that you want to retain. You can specify up to
10 parameters. Separate multiple parameters with commas (,).

Not e Not e If you specify only Ret ain Specif ied Paramet ersRet ain Specif ied Paramet ers ,
the parameter filtering setting does not take effect. This
parameter must be specified together with Paramet er Filt eringParamet er Filt ering
and Ret ain Paramet ers in Back-t o-origin Paramet ersRet ain Paramet ers in Back-t o-origin Paramet ers .

Examples:

Example 1: Only Paramet er Filt eringParamet er Filt ering is enabled. Ret ainRet ain
Paramet ers in Back-t o-origin Paramet ersParamet ers in Back-t o-origin Paramet ers  is disabled.

Original URL: http://example.com/image_01.png?
key1=123&key2=321

Cached key: http://example.com/image_01.png

Back-to-origin URL: http://example.com/image_01.png

Example 2: Paramet er Filt eringParamet er Filt ering is enabled, and key1 is
specified in Ret ain Specif ied Paramet ersRet ain Specif ied Paramet ers .

Original URL: http://example.com/image_01.png?
key1=123&key2=321

Cached key: http://example.com/image_01.png?key1=123

Back-to-origin URL: http://example.com/image_01.png?
key1=123

Example 3: Paramet er Filt eringParamet er Filt ering and Ret ain Paramet ersRet ain Paramet ers
in Back-t o-origin Paramet ersin Back-t o-origin Paramet ers  are enabled.

Original URL: http://example.com/image_01.png?
key1=123&key2=321

Cached key: http://example.com/image_01.png

Back-to-origin URL: http://example.com/image_01.png?
key1=123&key2=321

Example 4: Paramet er Filt eringParamet er Filt ering and Ret ain Paramet ersRet ain Paramet ers
in Back-t o-origin Paramet ersin Back-t o-origin Paramet ers  are enabled. Key1 is
specified in Ret ain Specif ied Paramet ersRet ain Specif ied Paramet ers .

Original URL: http://example.com/image_01.png?
key1=123&key2=321

Cached key: http://example.com/image_01.png?key1=123

Back-to-origin URL: http://example.com/image_01.png?
key1=123&key2=321

Filtering
mode

Parameter Description
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Ret ainRet ain
Paramet erParamet er
s in Back-s in Back-
t o-origint o-origin
Paramet erParamet er
ss

YesYes : DCDN retains the entire query string in a request URL when it
forwards the request back to the origin server.

NoNo : DCDN retains only the specified parameters in a request URL
when it  forwards the request back to the origin server.

Delet eDelet e
Specif iedSpecif ied
Paramet erParamet er
ss

Delet eDelet e
Specif iedSpecif ied
Paramet erParamet er
ss

Specifies the parameters that you want to delete. You can specify up
to 10 parameters. Separate multiple parameters with space characters.

Example: Key1 is specified in Delet e Specif ied Paramet ersDelet e Specif ied Paramet ers  and
Ret ain Paramet ers in Back-t o-origin Paramet ersRet ain Paramet ers in Back-t o-origin Paramet ers  is enabled.

Original URL: http://example.com/image_01.png?key1=123&key2=321

Cached key: http://example.com/image_01.png?key2=321

Back-to-origin URL: http://example.com/image_01.png?
key1=123&key2=321

Ret ainRet ain
Paramet erParamet er
s in Back-s in Back-
t o-origint o-origin
Paramet erParamet er
ss

YesYes : DCDN retains the entire query string in a request URL when it
forwards the request back to the origin server.

NoNo : DCDN deletes the specified parameters in a request URL when it
forwards the request back to the origin server.

Filtering
mode

Parameter Description

6. Click OKOK.

Video seeking allows you to seek a specified posit ion without compromising the playback quality when
you play video and audio content. This topic describes how to configure video seeking.

ContextContext
After video seeking is enabled, if  a client  seeks a specified posit ion when it  plays video or audio on
demand, the client  sends a request  to the server. The request  contains the URL of the video or audio
file, such as  http://www.aliyun.com/test.flv?start=10 . The start  parameter specifies the posit ion
that you want to seek. In the example, the specified posit ion is the tenth byte. After the server receives
the request, the server seeks the keyframe at  the specified posit ion and then returns the content that
starts from this keyframe. If  no keyframe can be found at  the specified posit ion, the server seeks the
last  keyframe before the specified posit ion.

Before you configure video seeking, make sure that the origin server supports HTTP range requests. If
an HTTP request  header contains the Range field, the origin server must return the following status
message: 206 part ial content.

The following table describes the sample URLs and the file formats that are supported by video
seeking.

11.7. Configure video seeking11.7. Configure video seeking
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Forma
t

Meta information start parameter Example

MP4

The meta information about
a video file on the origin
server must be contained in
the file header and cannot
be contained in the file tail.

The start parameter
specifies the start t ime. The
start t ime is measured in
seconds. Decimals are
supported to indicate
milliseconds. For example,
start=1.01 indicates that the
video is played from 1.01
seconds. If the frame at the
position that is specified by
the start parameter is not a
keyframe, Dynamic Route for
CDN (DCDN) locates the last
keyframe before that
position.

The request URL  http://d
omain/video.mp4? start=1
0  indicates that the video
is played from the tenth
second.

FLV
Video files on origin servers
must contain meta
information.

The start parameter
specifies the byte. If the byte
that is specified by the start
parameter is not a keyframe,
DCDN automatically locates
the last keyframe before
that byte.

The request URL  http: //
domain/  video.flv? sta
rt=10  indicates that a
video is played from the
tenth byte. If the tenth byte
is not a keyframe, the video
is played from the last
keyframe before the tenth
byte.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. In the Drag/Drop PlaybackDrag/Drop Playback sect ion, turn on Drag/Drop PlaybackDrag/Drop Playback.
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To prevent your business from malicious traffic or crawlers, Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN
(DCDN) provides the bot traffic management feature. This feature is integrated with AI intelligent
protect ion and uses information such as authorized crawlers and threat intelligence to identify and
block malicious requests. This topic describes how to enable and configure bot traffic management.

ContextContext
Bot traffic management is enabledin the DCDN console.To enable bot traffic management, .

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. In the left-side navigation pane on the details page of the specified domain name, click Securit ySecurit y
Set t ingsSet t ings.

5. On the Bot  T raf f ic ManagementBot  T raf f ic Management  tab, set  Aut horized CrawlersAut horized Crawlers, T hreat  Int elligenceT hreat  Int elligence, and AIAI
Int elligent  Prot ect ionInt elligent  Prot ect ion.

Parameter Description

Authorized
Crawlers

You can enable or disable this feature.

Not e Not e Authorized crawlers function as a whitelist  that contains authorized
search engines. Requests from authorized crawlers are allowed to access the
domain name. You can click Modif yModif y to view, enable, or disable authorized
crawlers.

Threat
Intelligence

You can enable or disable this feature.

Not e Not e Threat intelligence provides information about bot traffic, such as
fingerprints, IP libraries, and proxy IP addresses. You can enable threat
intelligence after simple configurations to block malicious requests. You can click
Modif yModif y to view, enable, or disable threat intelligence.

12.Security Settings12.Security Settings
12.1. Configure bot traffic12.1. Configure bot traffic
managementmanagement
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AI Intelligent
Protection

You can enable or disable this feature.

Not e Not e AI intelligent protection automatically analyzes and studies
workloads based on algorithms, generates bot traffic fingerprints, and creates
protection rules against malicious requests. You can click Modif yModif y to view, enable,
or disable AI intelligent protection.

Parameter Description

This topic describes the precise access control feature, and how to enable and configure this feature.

OverviewOverview
The precise access control feature allows you to add custom match condit ions to match user requests
and perform specified act ions on requests that matches the condit ions. Match condit ions support
common HTTP fields such as IP, URL, and header. You can add different match condit ions to meet the
protect ion requirements in different scenarios.

ACL rulesACL rules
An access control list  (ACL) rule consists of one or more match condit ions and one act ion. You can add
one or more ACL rules. If  you add mult iple ACL rules, the rules are listed and matched against  requests in
descending order of priority. When a rule is matched, the system stops matching subsequent rules.

Enable precise access controlEnable precise access control
To enable the precise access control feature, visit  the Contact  Sales page, and leave your contact
information. An Alibaba Cloud sales representative will contact  you as soon as possible.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. Click Securit y Set t ingsSecurit y Set t ings and select  the Precise Access Cont rolPrecise Access Cont rol tab.

5. Add an ACL rule.

12.2. Configure precise access control12.2. Configure precise access control
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Match condit ionsSpecifies the HTTP field of the request  to match.

Not eNot e

You can add one or more match condit ions. If  you add mult iple match condit ions, the
ACL rule is triggered only if  all condit ions are matched.

A match condit ion consists of Field, Parameter, Match Mode, Relat ional Operator, and
Match Content. When you configure a match condit ion, parameters that cannot be
configured are not used in the match condit ion. You can ignore these parameters.

The following table describes the parameters of a match condit ion, such as Field and Relat ional
Operator.

Field Parameter Match mode
Relational
operator

Matched content

requst_uri N/A

RegEx
match or
NotMatch

String

string
include, exclude,
equal, or
NotEqual

String

header Request header

RegEx
match or
NotMatch

String

string
include, exclude,
equal, or
NotEqual

String

string NotExist N/A

method N/A string
equal or
NotEqual

String
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ip N/A string in or NotIn
IP addresses that
are separated
with commas (,).

referer N/A

RegEx
match or
NotMatch

String

string
include, exclude,
equal, or
NotEqual

String

user-agent N/A

RegEx
match or
NotMatch

String

string
include, exclude,
equal, or
NotEqual

String

cookie N/A

RegEx
match or
NotMatch

String

string
include, exclude,
equal, or
NotEqual

String

content-type N/A

RegEx
match or
NotMatch

String

string
include, exclude,
equal, or
NotEqual

String

x-forwarded-for N/A

RegEx
match or
NotMatch

String

string
include, exclude,
equal, or
NotEqual

String

post-body N/A

RegEx
match or
NotMatch

String

string
include, exclude,
equal, or
NotEqual

String

params N/A

RegEx
match or
NotMatch

String

string
include, exclude,
equal, or
NotEqual

String

Field Parameter Match mode
Relational
operator

Matched content
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ActionThe act ion that is performed when a request  matches the condit ions that you configure.
Valid values:

observe: Requests that match the configured condit ions are allowed and recorded in the log.
These requests carry a header when they are redirected to the origin server. This header defines
the risk level of these requests and helps the origin server process these requests.

block: Requests that match the configured condit ions are rejected. A 403 status code is
returned.

bypass: Requests that match the configured condit ions are allowed. You need to select  a
required module. The selected module will process requests that match the configured
condit ions. Modules that are not selected allow these requests.

6. After the ACL rule is configured, click OKOK.

7. (Optional) You can add mult iple ACL rules and adjust  the priority of the rules that you add.
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This topic describes how to enable the IPv6 feature in the Alibaba Cloud Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN)
console. After you enable IPv6 in the console, IPv6 clients can send IPv6 requests to DCDN. DCDN can
include the IPv6 information of the clients in back-to-origin requests.

ContextContext
Most of the DCDN nodes support  IPv6. You can enable this feature for an accelerated domain when you
configure features for the domain.

After IPv6 is enabled, clients can send IPv6 requests to the DCDN nodes that are nearest  to the clients
over an IPv6 network if  these DCDN nodes support  IPv6. If  the nearest  DCDN nodes do not support  IPv6,
the clients can access the DCDN nodes by sending IPv4 requests.

Not e Not e The DCDN nodes in China (Hong Kong), China (Macao), China (Taiwan), and regions
outside China do not support  IPv6.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. In the left-side navigation pane of the page that appears, click Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings.

5. Turn on IPv6IPv6.

After you enable IPv6, a client  can send IPv6 requests to DCDN nodes. Requests that are redirected
from DCDN nodes to your origin server can include the IPv6 information of the client.

13.Advanced Settings13.Advanced Settings
13.1. Configure IPv613.1. Configure IPv6
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This topic describes the concept, benefits, and application scenarios of WebSocket.

Not iceNot ice

OverviewOverview
WebSocket is a new network protocol that enables interact ion between a web browser and a web
server over a persistent Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection. WebSocket supports full-
duplex communications that allow the server to act ively send data to the client. Therefore, WebSocket
requires only one handshake to establish a bi-direct ional, full-duplex, and persistent connection
between the browser and the server. This simplifies the data exchanges between the client  and the
server.

BenefitsBenefits
Many websites are using Asynchronous JavaScript  and XML (AJAX) polling to implement push
technologies. Based on the polling technique, the browser sends HTTP requests to the server at
specific intervals, such as every second. Then, the server returns the most recent data to the browser of
the client.

The disadvantage of this model is that the browser has to continuously send requests to the server.
HTTP requests may have a large header and a small payload. The HTTP requests of this type result  in a
waste of bandwidth and other resources. The WebSocket protocol that is defined by HTML5 has the
following benefits:

Each message that is exchanged between the client  and the server contains a small header. The size
of the header is about 2 bytes.

Instead of returning data after receiving a request  from the browser, the server act ively pushes data
to the browser when new data is available.

The WebSocket protocol helps you minimize the usage of server and bandwidth resources, and
facilitate real-t ime communication.

ScenariosScenarios

Scenario Description

Live commenting

User A sends a live comment through a mobile phone and wants to use the mobile
phone to view the live comments that are sent by other clients. To meet the
requirements, you can use WebSocket to push the live comments that are sent by
other clients to the mobile phone of User A. Then, User A can view the live comments
that are sent by other users.

Online education
When a teacher offers courses to students online, the teacher can use a client to send
data to the clients of the students in real t ime based on WebSocket communication.
The examples of the sent data include notes and outlines.

14.WebSocket14.WebSocket
14.1. What is WebSocket?14.1. What is WebSocket?
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Real-time quotes
for financial
products

To handle the fluctuating prices of financial products, such as stock and gold,
WebSocket pushes the up-to-date prices to the clients of global traders in real t ime.
This helps the traders make informed decisions at the earliest opportunity.

Live sportscast
Live sportscasts are the top concern for a large number of sports lovers all over the
world. WebSocket allows for real-time updates in live sportscasts to ensure optimal
user experience.

Video
conferencing

Video conferencing is widely used in diverse scenarios. In a video conference,
WebSocket helps to deliver real-time information to participants who join the
conference through multiple ends.

Location-aware
applications

An increasing number of developers apply the GPS feature of mobile devices to
location-aware applications. You can use WebSocket to keep tracking the location of
a user. For example, your WebSocket-based application can record the movement
trails of the user. This allows you to collect more details about the user.

Scenario Description

The WebSocket protocol simplifies data exchange between a client  and a server by allowing the server
to push data to the client. WebSocket increases the ut ilizat ion of server and bandwidth resources and
reduces latency. This topic describes how to enable and configure WebSocket.

Not iceNot ice

By default , WebSocket is disabled. After you enable the WebSocket feature, the feature is
displayed in the Dynamic Route for CDN (DCDN) console.

If  you want to enable WebSocket, submit a t icket.

WebSocket is used only for dynamic content delivery.

The following sect ions describe how to enable and use the WebSocket feature:

Apply to use WebSocket

Enable WebSocket

Query bandwidth usage and HTTP status codes

Disable WebSocket

Apply to use WebSocketApply to use WebSocket
Apply t o use WebSocketApply t o use WebSocket : You can submit a t icket  and apply to use WebSocket. Only enterprise users
can apply to use WebSocket. You cannot enable WebSocket for domain names whose origin servers are
deployed outside the Chinese mainland and whose acceleration region is set  to Mainland China Only or
Global.

Alibaba Cloud customer service reviews the application and notifies you of the result  by text  messages
and emails within one business day. After your application is approved, you can enable WebSocket in
the console.

14.2. Configure WebSocket14.2. Configure WebSocket
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Not ice Not ice WebSocket is a value-added feature and is billed as an independent service. For more
information about WebSocket billing, see DCDN Pricing.

Enable WebSocketEnable WebSocket

Not eNot e

Before you enable the WebSocket feature, make sure that the following requirements are met:

Your Alibaba Cloud account has passed real-name verificat ion for enterprises, and a domain
name that belongs to your Alibaba Cloud account has a valid Internet Content Provider (ICP)
number.

HTTP/2 is disabled.

If  clients do not support  HTTP/2, you must disable HTTP/2 for DCDN. Otherwise, service
errors may occur. For more information, see Enable HTTP/2.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. (Optional)Turn on Dynamic Accelerat ionDynamic Accelerat ion. If  the feature is enabled, skip this step.

i. In the left-side navigation pane of the domain name, click Accelerat ion RulesAccelerat ion Rules.

ii. Turn on Dynamic Accelerat ionDynamic Accelerat ion.

5. In the left-side navigation pane of the domain name, click WebsocketWebsocket  and turn on WebsocketWebsocket .
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6. Click Modif yModif y.

7. In the Conf igure WebSocketConf igure WebSocket  dialog box, configure the Connection Timeout Period and Back-to-
Origin Protocol parameters.

Parameter Description
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Connection
Timeout Period

The timeout period is the interval at which the client sends data packets to the
server to synchronize the current status.

Default value: 60.

Unit: seconds.

We recommend that you set the t imeout period based on the following rule: A
≤ B ≤ C.

A: the t imeout period of the clients.

B: the t imeout period of DCDN.

C: the t imeout period of the origin server.

Not e Not e If the t imeout period of the client is longer than that of the origin
server, errors may occur.

Back-to-Origin
Protocol

You can specify a protocol over which requests are redirected to the origin server.

FollowFollow : DCDN uses the same protocol (HTTP or HTTPS) as the client to redirect
requests to the origin server. Port  443 or 80 of  t he origin server must  bePort  443 or 80 of  t he origin server must  be
openopen.

HT T PHT T P: DCDN redirects requests to the origin server over HTTP.

HT T PSHT T PS: DCDN redirects requests to the origin server over HTTPS. Port  443 ofPort  443 of
t he origin server must  be opent he origin server must  be open.

Parameter Description

8. Click OKOK.

Query bandwidth usage and HTTP status codesQuery bandwidth usage and HTTP status codes
After you configure and use WebSocket, click WebSocketWebSocket  in the left-side navigation pane in the DCDN
console to go to the Websocket page. Then, you can view monitoring information about Bandwidt hBandwidt h
and HT T P CODEHT T P CODE.
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Disable WebSocketDisable WebSocket
If  you no longer want to use WebSocket, you can disable WebSocket in the DCDN console. The
WebSocket is disabled immediately after you turn off the switch.
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